The Corporation of the District of Saanich

Supplemental Report
To:

Mayor and Council

From:

Sharon Hvozdanski, Director of Planning
Harley Machlelse, Director of Engineering

Date:

January 7 J 2021

Subject:

Rezoning and Development Variance Permit Application
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File: REZOO649; DVPOO459 • 86 Crease Avenue
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek direction from Council on options regarding the subject
application. The application is to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to a site
specific zone to permit two single family dwellings on one lot. In addition to the previous
variance request for parking, the applicant is now requesting additional variances to address the
Engineering Departments requirements. The applicant is David Reilly (co-owner of 86 Crease
Avenue) .
DISCUSSION

Background
On October 19, 2020, Council called a Public Hearing to consider the subject application. The
recommendation that was included in the Planning Report considered by Council was as
follows:
1. That prior to a Public Hearing, Council direct staff to prepare the site specific zone schedule.
2. That prior to a Public Hearing, a revised Arborist Report be submitted to staff identifying the
potential impacts to the trees located in front, and on the adjacent property, at 82 Crease
Avenue as a result of required servicing and road widening which includes a new curb and
gutter.
3. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Variance Permit be withheld pending:
a) Registration of a covenant to:
•
•

Secure the size and footprint of the new single family dwelling; and
Prohibit the two dwelling units from being strata titled.
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b) Receipt of a report and cost estimate from a Qualified Building Official, with details about
any works that may be required to ensure code and Bylaw compliance , along with a
bond or other financial security equal to 120 percent of the estimated cost of any
required work.
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Given the number and significance of the new variances requested, staff are bringing this
amended application back to Council in order to seek direction on options prior to proceeding to
a Public Hearing, should Council still wish to consider the application further.

New Zone
On October 19, 2020, Council called a Public Hearing to consider the subject application. As
part of the recommendation from Council, staff were directed to prepare a new site specific zone
schedule for the subject application. Staff have prepared the site specific RS-CA (Crease Two
Dwellings) Zone which would be the only zone in Saanich permitting two single family dwellings
on an urban residential lot.
The proposed RS-CA (Crease Two Dwellings) Zone identifies two development areas.
Development Area A would be located at the front portion of the lot and Development Area B
would be the rear portion of the lot. Each Development Area includes regulations for the size
and footprint for each dwelling. As a result, the recommendation identified in the Report
presented to Council on October 19, 2020, to include restrictions for the size and footprint of the
dwelling within a Covenant is no longer required.
Staff have amended the Report recommendation to include an amendment to Zoning Bylaw.
8200 to include a new RS-CA (Crease Two Dwellings) Zons. As a result, the recommendation
seeking a covenant restricting the size and foot print of the dwelling units has been removed, as
those details have been included in the proposed site specific zone.

Code Compliance Report
Within the previous Report to Council, the Inspections Division recommended that a report and
cost estimate from a Qualified Building Official, with details about any works that may be
required to ensure code and Bylaw compliance, along with a bond or other financial security
equal to 120 percent of the estimated cost of any required work be required prior to a Public
Hearing.
The Inspection Division has re-evaluated the proposal and has determined the Original
recommendation did not appropriately address liability concerns. As a result. the
recommendation has been amended to require structural, mechanical, plumbing and
geotechnical engineering reports, identifying compliance with the 2018 BC Building Code from
professional engineers for the subject building, which has been partially completed without the
appropriate permits or inspections. The Inspections Division has noted that these reports can be
provided at the building permit stage of the process rather than prior to a Public Hearing. As a
result, the recommendation has been amended to reflect this .

Arborist Report
As noted above, Council moved that prior to a Public Hearing, the applicant was required to
provide a revised Arborist Report to staff that identified the potential impacts to the trees located
in the front yard, and on the adjacent property, at 82 Crease Avenue . as a result of required
servicing and road widening which includes a new curb and gutter.
The applicant has identified they are willing to meet Engineering's requirement to upgrade the
existing water service; however are requesting variances for the remainder of the requirements
identified by the Engineering Department. Should Council approve the requested variances
identified below, a revised Arborist Report would no longer be required . The work required to
upgrade the water service is not anticipated to impact any trees on or off the subject property.
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Should Council not support the additional requested variances for the servicing and road
widening, which includes a new curb and gutter, staff recommend that prior to a Public Hearing
the applicant provide a revised Arborist Report to staff that identifies the potential impacts to the
trees located in the front yard and adjacent property at 82 Crease Avenue, as a result of the
required works and services.

Variances
As identified in the previous Report presented to Council on October 19, 2020, the applicant had
requested a relaxation of sections 7.3(a) and Table 7.1(1.1) of the Zoning Bylaw in order to
reduce the minimum number of parking spaces from four parking spaces to two parking spaces.
On November 25, 2020, staff received e-mail correspondence from the applicant requesting
additional variance requests to the application in order to address the items they are unwilling to
provide as part of the proposed development application. The following provides a summary of
the additional variances requested by the applicant:
Servicing Levels for Development
The applicant has requested a relaxation of Schedule A of Subdivision Bylaw No. 7452 as they
are unwilling to provide Service Level 2 improvements as part of the application, as is standard
with similar applications. Level 2 services are prescribed in the Subdivision Bylaw for all single
family properties that are zoned or will be zoned to RS1 - RS13B . This requirement ensures that
a minimum standard of utility services and road access are provided to the property.
The Engineering Department recommends that Council require improvements to the municipal
road fronting the development, as required by Schedule A of the Subdivision Bylaw.
The Engineering Department does not support this proposed variance request.
Road Improvements
The applicant has requested a relaxation of Schedule C of Subdivision Bylaw No. 7452
(Standards for Clearing, Grading, and Surfacing Street) as they are unwilling to provide road
improvements including road widening to 8.5 m, concrete curb and gutter.
The Engineering Department consistently requires road widening for all rezoning and
subdivision applications when the existing road fronting the property is substandard. The
requirement for urban residential roads is 8.5 m width with concrete curb and gutter, appropriate
asphalt thickness , supporting structure, and cross fall. The road widening improves the existing
road asset fronting the property, renewing the condition of the existing road and expanding the
asset. Additionally, it improves access for vehicles and active modes of transportation.

As part of this application, the applicant would be required to widen the road width 4.25 m as
measured from the centerline of the existing road allowance, with the proposed asphalt road
edge being 5.8 m from their property line. The prescribed width provides space for two-way
traffic as well as parking on one side of the road . Curb and gutter, in collaboration with a road of
proper cross-fall, provide for the collection and routing of stormwater run-off to the municipal
drain system. The curb protects the municipal boulevard and the applicant's property, by
preventing vehicle egress off of the road surface.
The Engineering Department recommends that Council requIre improvements to the municipal
road fronting the proposed development, as required by Schedule C of the Subdivision Bylaw.
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The Engineering Department does not support this proposed variance request.
Municipal Storm Drain
The applicant has requested a relaxation of Schedule F of Subdivision Bylaw No 7452 that
addresses the standards for Stormwater Collection Systems as they are unwilling to provide a
suitably designed stann drain system to serve the proposed development extending from 81 /83
Crease Avenue .
The Engineering Department requires a connection to the municipal storm drain system for all
proposed rezoning and subdivision applications. Schedule F of the Subdivision Bylaw requires
the construction of a municipal storm drain main fronting the property, connected to an
acceptable outlet. The acceptable outlet is a manhole located in front of 83 Crease Avenue.
The extended municipal storm drain would provide an acceptable level of service through
increased capacity and lower maintenance costs than the existing outlet to the ditch on Crease
Avenue. As well, the storm drain service provides a reliable connection for on·site stormwater
removal, protecting the applicant's property, neighboring properties, and the adjacent road . The
new storm drain will create a new municipal asset and increase the potential for the
redevelopment of upstream properties.
The road widening requirement noted above would lead to the infilling of the ditch, which would
then require a piped connection for the servicing of upstream properties and stormwater
collection in the improved road areas. The requirement to extend the municipal storm drain
system is consistent with Section 2.1 of Schedule F, which states, "Designs shall be in
accordance with the specifications of Schedule H and the drainage system in the subdivision
shall be fully integrated with the systems in adjoining areas." Schedule H provides specifications
and design guidelines for piped drainage and road improvements, but provides no instruction for
the construction of drainage ditches.
The Engineering Department recommends that Council require extension of the municipal storm
drain system and a municipal drain service connection, as required by Schedules F and H to the
Subdivision Bylaw.
The Engineering Department does not support this proposed variance request.
Gnsite Storrnwater Retention and Treatment
The applicant is requesting a relaxation of Schedule H (Section 3.5.16) of Subdivision Bylaw
No. 7452· Stormwater Management and Erosion Control in order to not provide a stormwater
management system (stormwater storage, construction of wetland or treatment drain and
sediment basin) for the proposed development.
Saanich Engineering requires stormwater management for all proposed rezoning and
subdivision applications. The change of use and increased impervious area of another single
family dwelling were not anticipated on the subject parcel when the Subdivision Bylaw was
developed. As a result, stormwater storage with a controlled release rate is required to reduce
peak flows and to prevent damage to downstream infrastructure and aquatic habitat.
The Engineering Department recommends that Council require on·site stormwater
management, as outlined by Schedule H.
The Engineering Department does not support this proposed variance request.
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Consultation
Due 10 the short turnaround time as a result of the applicants' request to go before Council as
soon as possible, staff have not had the opportunity to seek feedback from the Mount View
Colquitz Community Association on the additional variance requests . If this application
advances to Public Hearing, feedback from the public can be provided in writing andlor verbally
during the meeting.

Options
Given the additional variances requested, staff have provided two options for Council's
consideration:
Option 1
Should Council wish to support the proposed rezoning application as originally presented on
October 19, 2020, with only the parking variance, the recommendation would be as follows:
1. That Zoning Bylaw, 8200 be amended 10 include a new RS-CA (Crease Two Dwellings)
Zone.
2. That the application to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to the RS-CA
(Crease Two Dwellings) Zone be approved.
3. That Development Variance Permit DVP00459 requesting a variance for the total number of
parking spaces be approved.
4. That prior to a Public Hearing. a revised Arborist Report be submitted to staff identifying the
potential impacts to the trees located in front, and on the adjacent property, at 82 Crease
Avenue as a result of required servicing and road widening which includes a new curb and
gutter.
5. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Variance Permit be withheld pending the registration of a covenant to prohibit the two
dwelling units from being strata titled .
Option 2
Should Council wish to support the proposed rezoning application with the additional
Engineering variances as noted in this report, the recommendation would be as follows
1. That Zoning Bylaw, 8200 be amended to include a new RS-CA (Crease Two Dwellings)
Zone.
2. That the application to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to the RS-CA
(Crease Two Dwellings) Zone be approved.
3. That Council direct staff to prepare an amended Development Variance Permit to include
variances for the total number of parking spaces, SelVicing Levels for Development, Road
Improvements, Municipal Storm Drain and Onsite Stormwater Retention and Treatment prior
to the Public Hearing.
4. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Variance Permit be withheld pending the registration of a covenant to prohibit the two
dwelling units from being strata titled .
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Duane Blewett
Senior Planning TechnicianSubdivision

on Hodgins
Manager of Development Services

Reviewed by:
Shari Holmes-Saltzman
Manager of Current Planning

Approved by:

Sharon Hvozdanski
Director of Planning

Director of Engineering
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Attachments

ADMINISTRATOR'S COMMENTS:
I endorse the recommendation from the Director of Planning and the Director of Engineering.

Paul Thork

istrative Officer
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From:

Sharon Hvozdanski, Director of Planning

Dale:

September 24, 2020

Subjecl:

Rezoning and Development Variance Permit Application
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LEGISLATIVE ONiSION

DISTRICT OF SAANICH

File: REZ00649; DVPOO459 • 86 Crease Avenue
RECOMMENDATION
If Council wishes to support the application as presented, staff recommend the following:
1. That prior to a Public Hearing, Council direct staff to prepare the site specific zone schedule.
2. That prior to a Public Hearing, a revised Arborist Report be submitted to staff identifying the
potential impacts to the trees located in front, and on the adjacent property at 82 Crease
I

Avenue as a result of required servicing and road widening which includes a new curb and
gutter.

3. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Variance Permit be withheld pending:
a) Registration of a covenant to:
•
•

Secure the size and footprint of the new single family dwelling; and
Prohibit the two dwelling units from being strata titled.

b) Receipt of a report and cost estimate from a Qualified Building Official, with details about
any works that may be required to ensure code and Bylaw compliance, along with a
bond or other financial security equal to 120% of the estimated cost of any required
work.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek direction from Council on the subject application. The
application is to rezone from the RS·6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to a site specific zone to
permit two single family dwellings on one lot and to vary the number of parking spaces. The
applicant is David Reilly (co-owner of 86 Crease Avenue).
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DISCUSSION
Background
The existing single family dwelling was constructed in 1952. The current owners/applicant
purchased the property in September 20 10 (see Figure 1).
Accessory Building
Aerial photos show a single storey accessory building with approximately 40 tn2 of floor area
was constructed in the rear yard sometime between 2009 and 2011 (see Figures 1 and 2). This
work was completed without the required permits.
Between 2017 and 2018 aerial photos show the above-noted accessory building was
demolished and a foundation was poured for the new partially constructed two-storey accessory
building which exists today (see Figure 3). This work was done without the required permits.
District of Saanich Bylaw Enforcement Officers attended the site on October 2, 2018, and
confirmed that a large two-storey structure was under construction without appropriate permits
and in contravention of the Zoning Bylaw. A Stop Work order was issued at that time.
Other Structures
As part of the application review process, it was discovered that a deck was constructed at the
rear of the existing single family dwelling sometime between 2011 and 2013 (see Figure 4). This
work was done without the required permits. The deck was partially dismantled and rebuilt to
provide servicing (storm, sewer and water) under the deck between the existing dwelling and
the partially constructed accessory building (see Figure 3). Site visits revealed the deck has
since been covered with a roof.
Additionally, site visits also revealed a storage area constructed on the west side of the existing
residence, which appears to be built on the west property line without the required setback
separation between the residence and property line (see Figures 4 and 7). This work was done
without the required permits. This structure cannot be seen on the aerial photographs due to
foliage and shadows. As a result it is unknown when this structure was constructed. The
applicants have indicated this structure wHi be removed.
If Council moves this application forward to Public Hearing, the above noted structures will need
to be addressed to ensure they comply with the BC Building Code and other relevant legislation.
Subject Application
After the Stop Work order was posted, the property owners met with staff to discuss various
options to address the construction of the illegal accessory building. Through these discussions
it was made clear by the property owners that they wanted to keep the illegal structure in its
current form (two-storey), complete construction, and use it as a second single family dwelling
on the property.
The applicant was advised that the District of Saanich Garden Suite Study was underway,
however, the two-storey structure would not comply with the Council endorsed massing, height
and siting regulations . As the recently approved Garden Suite regulations were developed with
significant community engagement, seeking a significant amendment to these regulations may
be met with public/Council concern. Accordingly, staff indicated that the most expeditious
means to potentially realize their desired outcome would be to apply to rezone the property to a
site specific zone.
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Neighbourhood Context
The 521 .98 m2 property is located on the north side of Crease Avenue between Wascana Street
and Harriet Road (see Figure 5). The property is located within the Carey Local Area, the
Uptown Major "Centre" and the Uptown Douglas Corridor Plan study area.

The surrounding neighbourhood is predominantly developed with RS-6 zoned single family
dwellings with commercial and industrial zoned properties to the east.
Various modes of transportation are available within the area, with the Trans-Canada Highway
and the Galloping Goose Trail (approximately 80 m to the south) and major roads - Carey Road
(approximately 250 m to the north) and Tillicum Road (approximately 600 m to the west).
Nearby parks include Mount View Park (approximately 150 m to the north) and Regina Park
(approximately 230 m to the southeast). Colquilz Middle School, Spectrum High School and
Ecole Marigold School are easily accessible via the Galloping Goose Trail.

Figure 1: 2009 Aerial

Proposed Land Use
The current RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone permits one single family dwelling. The
applicant is seeking to rezone the property to a new site specific zone that permits two single
family dwellings on one property. Should Council support the application, the recommendation
includes a motion to direct staff to prepare the site specific zone schedule for review.
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Site and Building Design
The 521 .98 m 2 property is a rectangular shaped lot, rising over a metre in elevation from the
south (front yard) to the north (rear yard) . The existing single~5torey single family dwelling was
constructed in 1952 (see Figure 6).
The second proposed and partially constructed two-story dwelling is located in the rear yard
with a flat roof contemporary design. It would have a gross floor area of 83.62 m2 and would be
6.04 m in height. As proposed/constructed, the rear yard setback would be 1.59 m and would
include a cantilevered deck 0.60 m from the rear lot line. The interior lot line setbacks are
2.18 m on the west side and 4.52 m on the east. and the two dwellings are separated by 3.88 m
(see Figure 7). Proposed elevations as constructed have been submiUed (see Figures 8, 9, 10
and 11) however, architectural details describing the proposed cladding materials have not been
provided by the applicant.
Single family dwellings are not subject to Form and Character Development Permits, and
Saanich currently does not have a Development Permit Area for intensive in-fill. As such, staff
have not undertaken a review of the design of the proposed second dwelling. If Council support
the subject application, staff recommend that the building design and footprint be secured by
covenant, prior to Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw.

location of storage structure
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Consultation
A referral was sent from the Planning Department to the Mt. View Colquitz Community

Association. The Mt. View Colquitz Community Association responded stating that while they
"do not condone illegal construction" they "will not oppose this unusual rezoning application . .....

Correspondence has been provided by the applicant with signatures of "no objection" from
seven surrounding properties (81, 82, 83, 85, 88, 89 and 94 Crease Avenue and 83 and 85
Cadillac Avenue). Copies of the detailed referral comments from the Mt. View Colquitz
Community Association and from nearby residents are in the Agenda package.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That Council forward the application to Public Hearing.
2. That Council reject the application.
3. That Council provide alternate direction to Staff .
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Figure 5: Neighbourhood Context
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Figure 7: Existing Srte Plan (provided by District of Saanich Staff based on information provided by
David Reilly - applicant)
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Figure 8: Proposed South (Front) Elevation (from plans provided by David Reilly· applicant)
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Figure 10: Proposed North (Rear) Elevation (from plans provided by David Reilly - applicant)
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Figure 11: Proposed West Elevation (from plans provided by David Reilly - applicant)
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The proposal has no immediate implications related to the District of Saanich Financial Plan.
STRATEGIC PLAN IMPUCATIONS
The proposal has no implications related to the District of Saanich 2019 - 2023 Strategic Plan.
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Policy
The following Saanich Planning Policies are most applicable to the subject proposal:
Official Community Plan (2008)
4.2.1.1
"Support and implement the eight strategiC initiatives of the Regional Growth
Strategy. namely: Keep urban settlement compact; Protect the integrity of rural
communities; Protect regional green and blue space; Manage natural resources and
the environment sustainably; Build complete communities; Improve housing
affordability; Increase transportation choice; and Strengthen the regional economy."
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"support the following building types and land uses in Major and Neighbourhood
Centres:
• townhouses (up to 3 storeys) ;
• low-rise residential (up to 4 storeys);
• mixed-use residential (up to 8 storeys);
• live/work studio and office (up to 8 storeys);
• civic and institutional (generally up to B storeys); and
• commercial and mixed-use (generally up to 8 storeys)."

Draft Uptown·Douglas Plan (UDPl

5.1.1

"Consider changes to use, height and density in the UDP based on the land use and
height designations identified on Map 5.1.... (Map 5.1 designates the property for
multiple-unit residential up to a-storeys - see Figure 13)

Policy Analysis
The subject property falls within the Uptown Major · Centre" and the Uptown-Douglas Plan
(UDP) study area. Both the Official Community Plan and draft UDP support densffication in this
area. As Council is aware, the UDP was presented at the Council meeting on August 10, 2020,
where the Draft Plan was endorsed in principle by Council.
The draft UDP currently shows the subject property and adjacent lands within the "Mt VieW'
neighbourhood and designated such that they could be redeveloped to a maximum eight-storey
mUlti-unit residential building{s), over the long-term.
Mt. View, a sub-area neighbourhood within the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan, is envisioned to be a
compact, complete community with new multi-unit residential buildings that will provide housing
for families, younger adults, and seniors. The future introduction of the multi-modal transit hub,
near the intersection of the Galloping Goose and lochside Regional Trails, will add significant
activity to the area and influence land use over the longer term , including higher density uses
and a diversity of housing options within walking distance of transit, services and amenities.
The subject prop~rty is located in the Mt. View neighbourhood with a proposed future land use
designation "Mid·Rise Residential" - a medium density land use that supports new multi-unit
residential apartment developments with opportunity for ground-oriented along main streets.
This land use designation proposes heights of up to six storeys and, where proposals advance
the overall Uptown-Douglas Plan objectives and include significant community contributions, a
maximum of eight-storeys will be considered.
If Council wishes to support the proposed rezoning to allow for two single family dwellings on
this specific lot, as a means to resolve the illegal construction of the accessory building , it could
done based on the view that it is an interim land use. If Council is interested in this approach, it
should be noted that allowing the subject rezoning may delay redevelopment of these lands and
make land assembly more difficult and/or expensive. If Council takes this approach, staff
recommend that the prior to Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw that a covenant
restricting the two dwelling units being stratified (i.e. two le9allols which could be sold
independently) be registered on Title, in an effort to support future land assembly.
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Figure 13: Draft Uptown Douglas Plan Land Use Map

Staff also reviewed the proposed application against the Garden Suite regulations that received
Third Reading at the Public Hearing held on September 15, 2020, as well as the duplex policies.
The Garden Suite regulations would consider the subject parcel to be classified as a "smaillof'
and therefore an 86.6 11)2, two-storey garden suite would not be permitted. Table 1 below
provides a comparison between the Garden Suite regulations and what is being proposed with
the subject application.
Table 1: Draft Garden Suite Regulation Comparison

86 Crease

Garden Suite Regulations

Garden Suite Lot Classification

Small Lot

Small Lot

Medium Lot

Large Lot

Lot Area

521 .98 m'

400.559 m>

560-999 m'

< 1000 m'

Rear Yard Lot Coverage (max.)

30.48%

25.0%

Height (max.)

6.04m

3.75m
46.5 m2

65.0 m2

Gross Floor Area (max.)

83.25 m'

Deck Projection into Rear Yard

Proposed

Not permitted

3.73 m

4.0m

Separation Space (min.)

93.0 m'
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As noted above, the two family dwelling zone (duplex) policies were also reviewed for
comparison with the subject property. The duplex guidelines require a minimum lot area of
728 m2. The existing lot area of the subject parcel is 521 .98 m2; 206 m2 smaller than the policy
guideline for minimum lot size for a duplex rezoning .

Variances
The Zoning Bylaw requires two parking spaces per dwelling unit (total of four). The applicant is
proposing to provide only two on-site parking spaces and is requesting to vary the parking
requirements to one parking space per each dwelling unit (total of two).

Servicing
Servicing requirements call for the existing 13 mm diameter water service to this property be
upgraded to a suitably sized water service in accordance with AWWA Manual M22. The existing
on-site water line should also be sized in accordance with the requirements of the BC Building
Code.
Due to the lack of information provided by the applicant, Engineering staff were unable to
determine the extent of the additional works and services required. Upgrades to the storm drain
system , road widening and fire hydrant are required as well as other servicing conditions are
outlined in the attached Development Servicing requirements memo.
Environment
The applicant's consultant Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. provided a construction impact report
(dated August 27, 2020), addressing three trees: a Bylaw protected Western Redcedar (#234) ,
an unprotected cut leaf silver Birch (#70) and an unprotected Western Redcedar (#69) (see
Figure 14).
Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. has noted that that there were impacts to the Bylaw protected
Western redcedar (tree #234). The Arborist states that while the illegally constructed structure's
footprint (building and excavation) is entirely out of tree #234's 5.0 m canopy radius , it is well
within tree #234 23.9 m protected root zone. The Arborist has determined that tree #234
suffered minimal root disturbance and no canopy disturbance.
The other two Bylaw protected trees; a Western redcedar (tree #69) and a Cut Leaf Silver Birch
(tree #70) located at the front of the property would not be impacted by the second single family
dwelling. The Parks Department staff have reviewed the proposed development and concur with
Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. findings; noting the existing water meter appears to need
upgrading and is located where tree impacts are not anticipated if the on-site water service
needs upgrading.
The supplied plans and Arborist Report did not provide information for work that will be
completed off-site related to services and road widening which includes a new curb and gutter.
Depending on the scope of work required, trees located in front and on the adjacent property at
82 Crease Avenue may be impacted.
Should Council approve the rezoning of this property to permit two single family dwellings, the
partially constructed second single family dwelling would be subject to the current 2018
BC Building Code which requires all buildings under 11.5 m' (1,200 fl') to meet Step 2
specifications. Significant remediation may be required to comply with these regulations.
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CONCLUSION
The applicant has requested to rezone the subject parcel from the RS-6 (Single Family
Dwelling) Zone to a new site specific zone to enable the construction of two single family
dwellings on one lot and to vary the number of parking spaces from four to two parking spaces.
The Council endorsed garden suite regulations do not support larger two-storey units on lots the
size of 86 Crease Avenue . The garden suite regulations were developed with significant public
input and at the Public Hearing held on September 15, 2020, Council approved the Bylaw
amendments to support garden suites. Creating a one-off site specific zone to address this
unique situation could undermine the integrity of the community engagement process.
The subject property Ues within the Uptown Major "Centre" and the Uptown-Douglas Plan study
area. The draft Uptown-Douglas Plan shows the subject property and adjacent lands designated
such that they could be redeveloped to 6 - 8 storey mUlti-unit residential building(s), over the
long-term .
Both the Official Community Plan and the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan support densification in
this area. Allowing the subject rezoning may delay redevelopment of these lands and make land
assembly more difficulVexpensive. If Council supports the subject rezoning application, staff
recommend that the prior to final reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw that a covenant to
secure the size and footprint of the new single family dwelling as well as to restrict the parcel
from being stratified (i.e. two legallot5 which could be sold independently) be registered on title
in an effort to support future land assembly.
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Prepared by:

Duane Blewett
Senior Planning Technician· Subdivision

Shari Holmes-Saltzman

Manager Current Planning

Approved by: .

aran Hvozdanski
Director of Planning

Attachments

ADMINISTRATOR'S COMMENTS:
I endorse the r;comme'ndat~

!l.lIlt!~ector of Planning.

Paul Th,orkbls,so", Administrator
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SCHEDULE 1218
1218.1

SINGLE FAMILY (TWO DWELLING) CREASE ZONE • RS-CA

Development Areas

Development Areas: This zone contains regulations
that apply to all areas within the zone and in addition,
the zone is divided into Development Area A and
Development Area B as shown on the attached
plan forming part of this zone schedule. Specific
regulations are prescribed for each of Development
Area A and Development Area B, in sections 1218.7
and 1218.8.
1218.2

Uses Permitted

Uses Permitted:
(a) Single Family Dwelling
(b) Subject to Sections 1218.3 and 1218.4, Boarding
(c) Home Occupation
1218.3

Boarding

Boarding:
There shall not be more than two boarders in a
dwelling unit.
1218.4
		

Prohibited Uses of Land, Buildings
and Structures

Prohibited Uses:
Without limiting Section 3.2 and for the avoidance
of doubt, all uses not expressly permitted by Section
1218.2 are prohibited and without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the following uses are
prohibited:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Accessory Buildings
Secondary Suite
Garden Suite
Boarding within Development Area B

1218.5

General

General:
(a) Single Family Dwellings shall be limited to two
per lot.
(b) The maximum Lot Coverage (R) of all buildings
shall be 40.0% of the lot area.
(c) Single Family Dwellings shall be sited so that
there is a minimum separation of not less than
3.60 m (11.81 ft) measured on a horizontal
projection between walls, columns, roof
overhangs including gutters and any other
projections.

Saanich Zoning Bylaw 8200

(d) The relevant provisions of Section 5, 6 and 7 of
this bylaw shall apply.
1218.6

Minimum Lot Size

Minimum Lot Size:
No land shall be subdivided into lots having a width
or area less than:
(a) Standard Lot
		
•
width 16.0 m² (52.5 ft²)
		
•
area 560.0 m² (6028 ft²)
(b) Panhandle Lot
		
•
not permitted
1218.7

Development Area A

Development Area A:
Buildings and Structures for Single Family Dwelling
(a) Shall be sited not less than:
(i)
6.0 m (19.69 ft) from a front lot line.
(ii) 12.2 m (40.03 ft) from the rear lot line.
(iii) 1.3 m (4.27 ft) from the interior side lot
		
line, provided the sum of both side yards
		
is not less than 4.3 m (14.11 ft).
(b) (i)

(ii)

Shall not exceed a height of: 7.5 m
(24.6 ft), as measured from Grade; for
those buildings and structures having or
incorporating flat roofs or roofs with a
pitch less than 3:12, the maximum height
of these roofs shall not exceed 6.5 m (21.3
ft) as measured from grade;
No vertical portion of the dwelling,
within 5.0 m (16.4 ft) of a vertical plane
extending from the outermost wall, may
exceed 7.5 m (24.6 ft) in height, or 6.5 m
(21.3 ft) in the case of a flat roof or roof
pitch less that 3:12. For the purpose of
this regulation, grade will be the average
elevation as measured at the outside
corners of the outermost wall.

(c) Shall not exceed a Gross Floor Area (R) of
176.99 m² (1905.1 ft²), whichever is the lesser
provided, however, that not more than 80%
of the allowable floor space shall be located
in non-basement areas. For purposes of this
section those portions of the floor area of a
carport or garage exceeding 50 m² (538 ft²) shall
be included in the Gross Floor Area (R).

1218-1

SCHEDULE 1218
1218.8

SINGLE FAMILY (TWO DWELLING) CREASE ZONE • RS-CA
(b) Shall not exceed a height of: 6.04 m (19.82 ft),
as measured from Grade.

Development Area B

Development Area B:
Buildings and Structures for Single Family Dwelling

(c) Shall not exceed a Gross Floor Area (R) of
84 m² (904.17 ft²).

(a) Shall be sited not less than:
(i)
1.59 m (5.22 ft) from the rear lot line.
(ii) 2.19 m (7.19 ft) from the interior side lot
		 line.
(iii) 4.53 m (14.86 ft) from the interior side lot
		 line.

E

C>

N

~

1218.9

Plan of Development Areas

Plan of Development Areas:
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Saanich Zoning Bylaw 8200

DISTRICT OF SAANICH
DVP00459

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
To:

David, James and Rosalynn Reilly
86 Crease Avenue
Victoria BC V8Z 1S5
(herein called lithe Owner'J

1.

This Development Variance Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the Bylaws
of the Municipality applicable thereto, except as specifically varied or supplemented by this
Permit.

2.

This Development Variance Permit applies to the lands known and described as:

Lot 8, Block 7, Section 24, Victoria, Plan 877
86 Crease Avenue
(herein called lithe lands'J
3.

This Development Variance Permit varies the provision of Section 7, Table 7.1, 1.1 of the
Zoning Bylaw 8200, by permitting two (2) parking spaces for two (2) Single Family
Dwellings on one lot as shown on the plans provided by the applicant and received on
August 28,2020 copies of which are attached to and form part of this permit.

4.

This Development Variance Permit varies the provision of Schedule A of the Subdivision
Bylaw No. 7452, by not providing Service Level 2 street improvements.

5.

This Development Variance Permit varies the provision of Schedule C of Subdivision
Bylaw No. 7452, by not providing road improvements including road widening to 8.5 m,
concrete curb and gutter.

6.

This Development Variance Permit varies the provision of Schedule H of Subdivision
Bylaw No 7452, by not providing an on-site stormwater management system.

7.

Any protective fencing of trees or covenant areas must be constructed, installed and
signed according to the specifications in Appendix X.

8.

This Permit is not a Building Permit.

AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ON THE

- - - - - - - DAY OF
ISSUED THIS

- - - - - 20

- - - - - - DAY OF

20

Municipal Clerk

APPENDIX X
PROTECTIVE FENCING FOR TREES AND COVENANT AREAS

Protective fencing around trees and covenant areas is an important requirement in eliminating
or minimizing damage to habitat in a development site.
Prior to any activities taking place on a development site, the applicant must submit a photo
showing installed fencing and ''WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs to the Planning
Department.
Specifications:
• Must be constructed using 2" by 4" wood framing and supports, or modular metal fencing
• Robust and solidly staked in the ground
• Snow fencing to be affixed to the frame using zip-ties or galvanized staples
• Must have a "WARNING - HABITAT PROTECTION AREA" sign affixed on every fence face
or at least every 10 linear metres

Note: Damage to, or moving of. protective
fencing will result in a stop work order and a
$1,000 penalty.

Schedule "C"

TREE PROTECTION FENCING
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Tree Protection Fencing Specifications:
1. The fence will be constructed using 38 x 89 mm (2" x 4") wood frame:
Top, Bottom and Posts. *
Use orange snow fencing mesh and secure to the wood frame with "zip" ties or
galvanized staples.
2. Attach a sign with minimum size of 407 mm x 610 mm (16" x 24") with the following
wording:
DO NOT ENTER - Tree Protection Zone (For retained trees) or;
DO NOT ENTER - Future Tree Planting Zone (For tree planting sites)
This sign must be affixed on every fence face or at least every 10 linear metres.
* In rocky areas, metal posts (t-bar or rebar) drilled into rock will be accepted .

DATE: November 2019
SCALE: N.T.S.

SEE REVISED PERMIT

COpy

DISTRICT OF SAANICH

DVP00459
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
To:

David Reilly and Rosalyn" Mary Reilly
86 Crease Avenue
Victoria Be V8Z 155

(herein called "the Owner',

1.

This Development Variance Permit is issued subject to compliance with aU of the Bylaws
of the Municipa lity applicable thereto, except as specifically varied or supplemented by this
Permit.

2.

This Development Variance Permit applies to the lands known and described as:
Lot 8, Block 7, Section 24, Victoria District, Plan 877
86 Crease Avenue
(herein called "the lands")

3.

This Development Variance Permit varies the provision of Section 7, Table 7.1, 1.1 of the
Zonin!:! Bylaw 8200 , by permitting two (2) parking spaces for two (2) Single Family
Dwellings on one lot as shown on the plans provided by the applicant and received on
August 28, 2020 copies of which are attached to and form part of this permit.

4.

Any protective fencing of trees or covenant areas must be constructed , installed and
signe(j according to the specifications in Appendix X.

5.

This Permit is not a Building Permit.

AUTH ORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ON THE

_____ _ _ DAY OF
ISSUED THIS

_ _ _ _ 20

_ _ _ _ _ DAYOF

20

Municipal Clerk

APPENDIX X
PROTECTIVE FENCING FOR TREES AND COVENANT AREAS
Protective fencing around trees and covenant areas is an important requirement in eliminating
or minimizing damage to habitat in a development site.
Prior to any activities taking place on a development site, the applicant must submit a photo
showing installed fencing and 'WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs to the Planning
Department.

Specifications:
n
• Must be constructed using 2 by 4~ wood framing and supports, or modular metal fencing
• Robust and solidly staked in the ground
• Snow fencing to be affixed to the frame using zip-ties or galvanized staples
• Musl have a "WARNING - HABITAT PROTECTION AREA" sign affixed on every fence face
or at least every 10 linear metres

Note: Damage to, or moving of, protective
fencing will result in a stop work order and a
$1,000 penalty.

COpy

Schedule " C"

TREE PROTECTION FENCING
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Tree Protection Fencing Specifications :
, . The fence will be constructed using 38 x 89 mm (2" x 4-) wood Irame:
Top , Bottom and Posts , •
Use orange snow fencing mesh and secure to Ih.e wood frame with ·zip· lies or
galvanized staples.
2. Attach a sign with minimum size of 407 mm x 6 10 mm (16" x 24") with the following
wording:
00 NOT ENTER - Tree Protection Zone (For retained trees) or;
00 NOT ENTER - Future Tree Planting Zone (For tree planting sites)

This sign must be affixed on ellery fence face or at least every ,0 linear metres .
• In rocky areas, metal posts (I-bar or rebar) drilled into rock will be accepted

DATE: Nowmber 2019
SCALE NT,S

COpy

Memo
To:

Angila Bains

From:

Jason Hodgins

Date:

April 30, 2021

Subject:

Public Hearing for Development Application

SITE ADDRESS: 86 CREASE AVE
PID: 008-226-067
PROJECT:

DEVELOPMENT SERV. FILE: SVS02230

TO REZONE FROM RS-6 TO SITE SPECIFIC TO CREATE ONE ADDITIONAL
RESIDENCE FOR SINGLE FAMILY USE

For the purposes of proceeding to Public Hearing of the Zoning By-law for the above property,
this will confirm that we have received a letter of intent from the applicant (copy attached) to
complete the engineering requirements as noted in our letter to the applicant.

Jason Hodgins
Development Services Manager

Page 1 of 1

Thursday, April 29, 2021

86 Crease Ave.
File Number. SVS02230

Developing service requirements on Crease Ave. Letter of intent

I David Reilly the property owner of 86 Crease Avenue agree to design and construct the works
and services for our development at 86 Crease Avenue in accordance with the Saanich
Municipal Council's determination dated January 27th, 2021. However, to expediate the
process I acknowledge the Saanich Engineering Department's requirements dated February 3,
2021 for the District of Saanich file number SVS02230.
cr.

...... ...cL

iIIv

April 29th. 2021

1

Memo
To:

Planning Department

From:

Jason Hodgins

0118:

November 30, 2020

Subject:

Servicing Roquiremento for the Propoood Development- REVISED

PROJECT: TO REZONE FROII RS-6 TO SITE SPECIFIC TO CREATE ONE
ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE FOR SINGLE FAMILY USE
SITE ADDRESS: 86 CREASE AVE
PID:~87

LEGAL: LOT 8 BLOCK 7 SECTION 24 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02230
PROJECT NO: PRJ20111-OO391
Tho above noted application for rezoning hal boon drctJlaled to the Engineering Department for
camment A Ult of oeMcIng requirements haa boon attached on the following page.p To allow
Coundl to doal..-y with this application, we would appredate conIinnotion, prior to the
Public Hearing, that the applicant ag..... to complete the &eIVicing requlromenls. Should there
be Iny disagreement will Iny of _
requirements, ~ Ihould be dlscuosed with the

undoroignod prior to the Public Heering.

~~c

=:.

DevoIopmenI Son/Ices Manager

c:c: _ _ _ , D h d o r o l _
g

" ......... IJ!t'., . . . . . IInIsI!.

SerW*III ~ .. - s IlIhlttn.fOrlle

""**""'

' .IIIIItICIIL nt ~ IIIUII be lI'IIt .... tID INI*Ig permIl
1IIwInce, . . . . . COIlaldlllan or sA>d' ...... , ~ end'OrcllipoelL

ENTERED
IN CASE

Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02230
Civic Addru,: 88 CREASE AVE
Page: 1

Dale: Nov 30, 2020

MNe"

1. A llAtab/y ~ aIoITn drain I)'IIIm InUIt be NtdMI to
proptlllld deWIIopmeni .,.. tom the uIItktg Iyst8m
fronting '1113 er.... A...... The Pdng ditch Ironttng WI property II to be elmindd.

2. Stmn _ _ ~ mUll be pmtIdId In acc:otdant» wfttIlhe Nqultamenla of ~ule H·~ Spedt'alons- of
SUbdMIIon By-law, lhI:Ictev.topmentil'MthlnType 1 watlf1hecl .... whIctI requlrel storm ..... .."., COBIIruc:tion olWllland or
trutrMnt trIiIn .net Mdment ....., For fuI'1tIer cSet.III. ,.,. to MdIon U.10, Sklmt W" "'1gIm.m and EroIIon ConIroI of
SchedtJe H -ertgNertng 8pec::\1Ici1lons" of ~ By....., lNIlI,.quAd fOf both dweIIrVI.

General

_....

1. Ow Iv the IKk of appIIc.tIon,detail, the ~ requII ements .,. aubject to c:hange upon IWew of • ccmpIdi appIIcdon.

2. A codt ccmpliua NPOrt conIrmlng COfIfonnity wfttI the Be BuIldIng Code, Be A.. Code, II/'Id Be PUnbing CD" be
3. Energy modeling canftnnlng complance v.tth StIIp 3 of 0. Energy Code wi be required tor • building permit
... Sawar, IIOrm drain and .... pipes, wNc:h MYI' been MIlled to thII new dwIIIng wIhout 1M,.q&irH inIpecIIonI, InUIt be
pPOeed 10 lhrt utlsfIdton of S.nIch PkftIbIng InipecIorI; 10 c::onftrm cornplance vAth the r.qw.mens. of Be Buldlng Code.
Pkmling Pamlta ... be .....nct

S.

The drtveway mutt conform to the DrIYewIy Acceu BylaW.

1. Cntase A'oWf\\JCJ, fnlnllrG Itt!. dllwlaprnent, mu.t be ~ to RIII~ munidpal stendarda Indudlng"*, widenlng to
8.5m, c:oneme CU'b, Ind gutttr.

1. The uiItfng 13 mm munldpal WIllet MrVIc:e to . . ptq:Ierty must til ...mcwd.

2, A.utabIy ,lad waIer IetVIce mUit be nc.IIed tg Mf'\I8It1e proposed ~ In ec:c;ordance with AWNA Man..... MZ2.
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ENGINEERING

Memo
To:

Planning Department

From:

Jason Hodgins

Dato:

September 16, 2020

Subject:

Servicing Requirements for the Proposed Development- REVISED

PROJECT: TO REZONE FROM RS-6 TO SITE SPECIFIC TO CREATE ONE
ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE FOR SINGLE FAMILY USE
SITE ADDRESS: 86 CREASE AVE
PID: 008-226.067
LEGAL: LOT 8 BLOCK 7 SECTION 24 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02230
PROJECT NO: PRJ2019.o0391
The above noted application for rezoning has been Circulated to the EngineerIng Department for
comment. A list of servicing requirements has been attached on the following page(s). To allow
Council to deal effectively with this application, we would appreciate confirmation, prior to the
Public Hearing, that the applicant agrees to complete the servicing requirements. Should there
be any disagreement with any of these requirements , It should be discussed with the
undersigned prior to the Public Hearing.

£::: -~

Development Services Manager
cc: Harley Machietse, Director of Engineering
SeMcing requirements 1111 staled at
issuance. Including consolidation "'.~"'''~'o~.

~~~~;:"'I' must be met prtor to building pelmit

,;.,~;;~ "";';~ '""'~'~'

Services which must be Installed by a developer must be designed by a Professional Engineer hired by the developer and Installed
under the Engineer'. &Upervision. The design must be approved prior to building permit Issuance. lhe Ipproval process may like
up to 30 WOfkIng dip of staff time to complete circulations Ind ItIquest revisions of the Engineer. Certain circumstances can
lengthen the approval process.
A Financial sheet is Issued With the design drawing which win state:
') The estinlIled cosl of developer II'IstaUed servicing plus 20% which must be deposited.
2) The estinated cost of Municipal instilled servicing which must be paid.
3) The Development Cost Charges payable.
4) Any specia/ conditions wtJich must be mel.
This Information II not Intended to be a complete guide 10 developmenl procedures. A more "'"Htf!I~
SectIon 2 altha Englneertng SpecificaUons, Schedule H to Bylaw 7452 (Subdivislon Bylaw).
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Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02230
Civic Address; 86 CREASE AVE

Date: Sap 14. 2020

Page: 1

1. A suitably designed storm drain system must be installed to serve the proposed development area from the existing system
fronting 81183 Crease Avenue. The existing ditch fronting this property is to be eliminated.
2. Storm water management must be provided in accordance with the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Spedfications~ of
SubdivisIon By-law. This development Is within Type 1 watershed area which requires storm water storage, constructIon of wetland or
treatment train and sediment basin. For further detaIls, refer 10 section 3.5.1 6, Storm Waler Management and Erosion Control of
Schedule H -Engineering Specifications· of Subdivision By-law. This is required for both dwellings.

General
1. Due to the lack of appUcation details, the servicing requirements are subject to change upon review of a complete application,
2. A code compliance report confirming conformity with the BC Building Code, BC Fire Code. end BC Plumbing Code win be
required,
3. Energy modeling confirming compliance with Step 3 of the Energy Code wiU be required for a building permit
4. Sewer, storm drain and water pipes, which have been installed to the new dwelling Without the required Inspections, must be
exposed to the satisfaction of Saanich Plumbing Inspectors to confirm c:ompRance with the requirements of BC Building Code.
Plumbing Permits wiR be required,
5. The driveway must conform to the Driveway Access Bylaw, A pal1<ing variance will be required,

1, Crease Avenue, fronting this development must be Improved to Residential-Urban municipal standards including road widening to
8,5m, concrete curb, and gutter. Cash in-lieu in the amount of $15,600.00 will be required for a future separated sidewalk.

1. The existing 13 mm municipal water seNk:e to this property must be removed.
2. A suitably sized water service must be installed to serve the proposed development in accordance with A'WWA Manual M22.
3. Fire hydrant coverage for these residences does not comply with BC Building Code requirements. A fire hydrant will be required at
the intersection of Wascana Rd and Crease Ave.

ENGINEERING

Memo
To :

Planning Department

From:

Jagtar Bains - Development Coordinator

Date:

March 5, 2020

Subject:

Servicing Requirements for the Proposed

Development~

REVISED

PROJECT: TO REZONE FROM RS-6 TO SITE SPECIFIC TO CREATE ONE
ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE FOR SINGLE FAMILY USE
SITE ADDRESS: 86 CREASE AVE
PID: 008-226-067
LEGAL: LOT 8 BLOCK 7 SECTION 24 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02230
PROJECT NO: PRJ2019-00391
The above noted application for rezoning has been circulated to the Eng ineering Department for
comment. A list of servicing requirements has been attached on the following page(s). To allow
Council to deal effectively with this application, we would appreciate confirmation, prior to the
Public Hearing , that the applicant agrees to complete the servicing requirements. Should there
be any disagreement with any of these requirements, it should be discussed with the
undersigned prior to the Public Hearing.

(£:
----~~
:.Jagtar~a~ns
Development Coordinator

cc: Harley Machielse , Director of Engineering
Jason Hodgins. Development Services Manager
General lnfonna\lon on Development Servicing
Servicing requirements are stated at th is time for the appOcant's information The requirements must be met prior to buHding permit
issuance, including conso~dalion or subdivision, payments and/or deposits
Services wh ich must be Instatted by a developer must be designed by a ProfeSSional Ertgineer hired by the developer and in stalled
under the Engineer's supervision The design must be approved prior to building permit ISsuance. Ttl!! approval process may la~e
up to 30 wor1<,ny days of staff time to COITIplete circulations and requesl revisions of the Engineer Certain CIrcumstances can
lengthen the approval process
A financial sheet is issued with the design drawing which will state:
t) The estimated cost of developer Installed servicing plus 20% which must be deposited _
2) Tile estimated cost of Municipal installed servicing which must be paid .
3) The Development Cost Charges payable.
4) Any special conditions which must be met.
This information is not intended to be a complete guH:le to development procedures. A more complete listing may be found In
Section 2 of the Engineering Specifications. Schedu~ H to Bylaw 7452 (Subdivision Bylaw)

Devel - ,ment Servicing Requiremer ',
Development File: SVS02230
Civic Address: 66 CREAS E AVE
Page: 1

Date: Mar 5, 2020

1. A suitably designed storm drain system must be installed to serve the proposed development area from the existing system
fronting 61/83 Crease Avenue. The existing ditch fronting this property is to be eliminated.
2. Storm water management must be provided in accordance wi th the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of
Subdivision By-law, This development is within Type 1 watershed area which require s storm water storage , construction of wetland or
treatmen t train and sediment basin. For further details, refer to section 3.5.16. Storm Water Management and Erosion Control of
Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of Subdivision By-law.

General
1. Structural, mechanicalfplumbing and geotechnical engineering reports are required from professional engineers for the subject
building which is partially completed.
2. Energy modeling is required.
3. Limiting distance/unprotected opening calculations are reQuired.
4. ReQuired parking statts must be provided on site.
5. Due to Ihe tack of application details, the servicing re quirements are subject 10 change upon review of a complete application.

1. A cash con tribution Is required in lieu of road improvements along the frontage of this this property on Crease Avenue based on
residential road standards including concrete curt:! , gulter and sidewalk.

Water
1. The existing 13 mm Municipal water service to this property. must be upgraded to 19 mm. Also , ensure that the e)(lsting on·site
water line is sized in accordance with the requirements olthe Be Building Code .
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SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES

October 19, 2020

PUBLIC INPUT ON COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS
BY ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION
Public Input on
Council Agenda
Items

1220-20
Modernizing the
Motor Vehicle Act
2150-20
Cedar Hill Park
Management
Plan
2870-30
Crease Avenue

C. Bohne, on behalf of the Friends of Cedar Hill Park Society
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- It is important to balance the different activities within the park; restoration
and enhancement of the natural areas is encouraged.
- Ecosystems within the park should be maintained; the natural resources and
wildlife found in the park are valuable.
B. Latham, on behalf of the Friends of Cedar Hill Park Society
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- Green spaces and habitat should be considered for years to come.
- The protection and restoration of the natural spaces within the park is
important.
- There is concern that the Management Plan does not include ways to
communicate and review progress; it is also concerning that Jenkins Pond
Park is not included in the plan.
S. Haddon, on behalf of Quadra Cedar Hill Community Association (QCHCA)
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- The restoration of Kings Pond and moving the Bowker Creek Blueprint
forward are supportable; the QCHCA is interested in partnering with Saanich
on initiatives and for ensuring species preservation, restoring natural areas,
connecting fragmented ecosystems and increasing the tree canopy through
new plantings.
- The ongoing golf operations is supportable.
P. Haddon, James Heights
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- It is important to consider how the public will be engaged and informed as the
work on the plan unfolds; Council should consider a parks planning policy
process for all parks.
P. Harrison, on behalf of Livable Roads for Rural Saanich (LRRS)
Speed Limit Reduction Pilot Project
- The pilot project should consider reduction of speed limits to 30 km/hr on
roads without centre lines and expand the pilot to include roads with a centre
line to be reduced to 40 km/hr.
- It is important to slow traffic down on busy roads where walkers and cyclists
do not feel safe.
L. Polowich, Saanich
Speed Limit Reduction Pilot Project
- Increasing road safety for vulnerable users is appropriate.
- Reducing speed limits to 30 km/hr will slow traffic down and ensure safety of
all users.
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C. Burger, on behalf of the Greater Victoria Cycling Coalition
Speed Limit Reduction Pilot Project, Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- The World Health Organization recommends speed limits of 30 km/hr as
having the maximum possible survival rates for pedestrians or cyclists hit by
a vehicle.
- It is important that the Cedar Hill Park Management Plan balances the needs
for people travelling to the park with the needs of retaining the ecosystem.
D. Reilly, Crease Avenue
86 Crease Avenue
- A secondary building was built on the property without a Building Permit to
house relatives.
J. Potter, on behalf of the Livable Roads for Rural Saanich
Speed Limit Reduction Pilot Project
- Enforcement alone will not make for a successful speed reduction.
- Rural Saanich needs a new road classification.
- 40 km/hr is not slow enough to protect vulnerable users.
D. Scott, Palmer Road
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- The priorities in the plan are mostly recreational; preserving the natural
resources and restoring the Garry oak meadows is encouraged.
- As an alternative to the cycling aspect, introduction of a blue line down the
centre of each road could be considered.
S. Henrich, on behalf of the Friends of Bowker Creek Society
Cedar Hill Park Management Plan
- It is appreciated that the Bowker Creek Blueprint is a priority in the Park
Management Plan and environmental management and restoration goals for
the whole park are included.
- Adoption of the report will mean a significant boost to natural area restoration
work by volunteers and will further help to make Cedar Hill Park an attractive
and healthy place for visitors.
T. & N. Barry, North Quadra area
Cedar Hill, Investing in Canada, Speed Limit Reduction Pilot Project
- It is hoped that more playgrounds are constructed at Cedar Hill Park.
- The Investing in Canada grant application is supportable.
- Stopping distancing of vehicles is cut almost in half by reducing the speed
limit from 40 km/hr. to 30 km/hr.
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86 CREASE AVENUE – REZONING AND DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE
PERMIT APPLICATION
Report of the Director of Planning dated September 24, 2020 recommending
that Council forward to Public Hearing, the application to rezone the property
from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to a site specific zone to permit two
single family dwellings on one lot; and approve Development Variance Permit
DVP00459 to vary the number of parking spaces.
MOVED by Councillor Plant and Seconded by Councillor Harper: “That a
Public Hearing be called to further consider the rezoning application on
Lot 8, Block 7, Section 24, Victoria District, Plan 877 (86 Crease Avenue).”
Council discussion ensued with the following comments:
- Neighbours are generally in favour of the application.
- There are concerns that there are no community amenities and that the
applicant built the structure without a Building Permit.
- It may be appropriate to have staff provide more information on the processes
available for consideration of this application.
In response to questions from Council, the Director of Planning stated:
- The amendments to the Zoning Bylaw to allow garden suites had not been
adopted when this application was submitted.
- Council could consider the application to rezone the property or could have
staff prepare a Development Variance Permit.
- The application varies significantly from what is proposed in the Zoning Bylaw
for garden suites.
In response to questions from Council, the CAO stated:
- Permit issues can be dealt with during the inspection process.
The Motion was then Put and CARRIED
with Councillors Brownoff and Chambers OPPOSED

SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES

January 25, 2021

PUBLIC INPUT ON COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS
BY ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION
Public Input on
Council Agenda
Items

C. Hamill, Mount View Colquitz Community Association
86 Crease Avenue
- The Community Association has no objections to the additional variances
outlined in Option 2 of the report and forwarding the application to Public
Hearing.
D. Reilly, Crease Avenue
86 Crease Avenue
- The engineering requirements proposed are too costly; the secondary dwelling
will have a minimal impact on the neighbourhood.
- Indicated that neighbours and the Community Association are in support.
K. Radu, Cedar Hill Road
Actions to Address the Overdose Crisis
- A safe consumption site would provide support for those in recovery.
S. Wolrich, Greater Victoria area
Actions to Address the Overdose Crisis
- The actions to address the overdose crisis will help to save lives and effect
necessary change across the country; there is an obligation to preserve life.
- There is a lot of work to be done.
J. Soule, Victoria area
Actions to Address the Overdose Crisis
- There is a public health crisis; safe injection sites have the potential to save
lives and could offer mental health services and social supports.
- Safe injection sites protect the community from unsafe drug usage.
J. Mahoney, Hartland Avenue
Actions to Address the Overdose Crisis
- Safe injection sites are necessary and are a vital part of harm reduction and
recovery; over 50% of overdoses occur in private residences.
- It is a matter of saving lives.
C. Antrobus, Cordova Bay Road
Actions to Address the Overdose Crisis
- The overdose crisis is a provincial problem; safe injection sites saves lives.
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86 CREASE AVENUE – REZONING AND DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE
PERMIT APPLICATION
Supplemental report of the Director of Planning dated January 7, 2021. To
rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to a site specific zone to
permit two single family dwellings on one lot.
The Director of Planning noted that there is a typographical error on page 5 of
the report under Option 1 and Option 2; the covenant to secure the size of the
new building and its footprint has not been captured.
The Director of Engineering stated:
- Servicing requirements for items such as road widening for curb and gutter
and drainage improvements, stormwater connection and onsite stormwater
requirement are typical for rezoning applications.
In response to questions from Council, the Director of Planning stated:
- Garden suites were not permitted when the original application was
submitted; the proposal is outside the scope of the Garden Suite regulations
therefore a site specific zone is recommended.
- Staff are collecting comments with respect to the Garden Suite regulations
and will report back to Council after one year.
- Setting precedence is not an issue as each application is considered on its
own merits.
- The house on Lot A could has a gross floor area of up to 1905.1 square feet.
In response to questions from Council, the Director of Engineering stated:
- A stormwater connection is the only engineering servicing requirement for a
Garden Suite.
- If Council wished to consider Option 2 at a Public Hearing, a Development
Variance Permit to include variances for the total number of parking spaces,
servicing levels for development, road improvements and onsite stormwater
retention and treatment would be prepared.
- The cost estimates for the servicing requirements are unknown.

MOVED by Councillor Harper and Seconded by Councillor Chambers:
“That a Public Hearing be called to further consider the rezoning
application and the additional engineering variances as outlined in Option
2 in the supplemental report of the Director of Planning and the Director of
Engineering dated January 2, 2021 on Lot 8, Block 7, Section 24, Victoria
District, Plan 877 (86 Crease Avenue).”
Option 2:
1. That Zoning Bylaw, 8200 be amended to include a new RS-CA (Crease
Two Dwellings) Zone.
2. That the application to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling)
Zone to the RS-CA (Crease Two Dwellings) Zone be approved.
3. That Council direct staff to prepare an amended Development Variance
Permit to include variances for the total number of parking spaces,
Servicing Levels for Development, Road Improvements, and Onsite
Stormwater Retention and Treatment prior to the Public Hearing.
4. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of
the Development Variance Permit be withheld pending registration of a
covenant to:
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 prohibit the two dwelling units from being strata titled; and
 secure the size and footprint of the new single family dwelling.
Council discussion ensued with the following comments:
- The Community Association has no objections in forwarding the application
to a Public Hearing.
The Motion was then Put and CARRIED
******************************************************************************************
The Directors of Engineering and Planning exited the meeting at 8:36 p.m.
******************************************************************************************
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
Parcel Address:
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Applicant:
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Date:

Contact Person:
Telephone:

Storm water management is reviewed as part of the Development Permit Review process.
Applications are required to meel:
1. The Engineering Specifications detailed in Section 3.5.16 of Schedule ·W of the
Subdivision Bylaw , 7452; and
2. The Intent of the Development Permit guidelines:
a) Devel9pment Pennit Areas #1.2 . 3.6, through 15. 17. 16. 20 . 21. 22. 23
• The total impervious cover of the site should minimize impact on the receiving
aquatic environment. Consideration should be given to reducing Impervious
cover through reduction in building footprint and palled areas.
Storm water runoff controls should replicate the natural runoff regime. The
controls could include on-site infiltration, storage in ponds or constructed
wetlands, sand filtration and creative roadfcurb configurations.

b) Development Pennit Area #27
Maintain pre-development hydrological characteristics should by the following
means:
• minimize impervious surfaces .
• retum the storm water runoff from impervious surfaces of the development to
natural hydrologic pathways in the ground to the extent reasonably permitted by
site conditions, and treat. store and slowly release the remainder per the
specifications of Schedule H to the Subdivision Bylaw.
• minimize alteration of the contours of the land outside the areas approved for
buildings, structures and site accesses by minimizing the depo,l"'
° ..QI.liIL""'L
•

~~i:i~~o~~~~~eal
of native trees outside the areas approv ~t;~;?' ;1 ,?~
structures and site accesses.
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Keeping in mind the requirements of Schedule "W, describe how your storm water management concept

will meet the intent of the relevant development permit guidelines . Provide details on types oftraatment
systems that will be used, considering the following questions:
a) Will there be an increase or decrease in impervious area compared to existing conditions?
b) What percentage of the site will be impervious cover compared to existing conditions?
c) How will impervious surface area be minimized (e.g. minimizing paved area and building footprints,
pervious paving, green roofing, absorbent landscaping)?
d) How will the proposed system detain and regulate flows and improve storm water quality (e.g.
Infiltration systems, engineered wetlands, bioswales)?
e) If the intent of the guideline cannot be met, explain why.
Use additional pages if necessary. Attach plans if available; detailed engineering plans will be required as
part of the Building Permit process.

NOTE: Meeting the Development Permit guidelines and issuance of a Devefopment Permit does
not relieve the requirements of Schedule "H" of the Subdivision Bylaw.
e)
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If you require clarification, please contact
The District of Saanich' Planning Department· 3'd Floor' Municipal Hall
770 Vernon Avenue' Victoria· Be . vax 2W7
Tel: 250-475-5471 Fax: 250·475--5430
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PARKS, RECREAT10N
& COMMUNITY SERVICES

Memo
To: Duane Blewett
CC: Park Referral Team, Planning, JB, JH,
From: Dan Gallagher, Development Review Coordinator
Date: September 3, 2020
Subject: 86 Crease Ave - REZ00649 - To rezone from RS-6 to a site·specific zone to create a
second dwelling in a two-storey accessory building . REVISED
The following comments are provided based on Saanich Parks' review of Development Permit
Application by David Reilly with building plans revised August 7,2020, Site Plan dated August
7, 2020, Arborist report from Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. dated August 27,2020, all received
by Saanich Planning on August 28 , 2020. All received by Saanich Parks September 2, 2020.
~
•

•
•

•

The revised site plan and arborist report has provk1ed all of the required additional
information regarding tree impacts for works on the subject property. There are no major
impacts (either existing or anticipated) from the current proposal, on trees on the subject
site. Parks' anticipates that If an recommendations in the arborist report are followed the
proposal will not have any negative impacts to trees.
The supplied plans and arborist report did not provide any additional information for
wor1<.s off site.
It is Parks' understanding that the applicant will require a) the connection of their storm
drain to the municipal system in front of 81/83 Crease Ave. b) the filling in of the ditch in
front of the subject property, and c) the widening of the road complete with a new curb
and gutter. None of this is shown on the site plan and the arbor;st report did not
comment on tflem. Depending on the scope of work required boulevard trees located
next door in front of 82 Crease Ave and on site trees could be Impacted. Please request
revised site plans and arborist report that address all relevant tree Impacts from the
proposal and all requirements not yet shown in the application.
If the request for a variance for the number of parking spaces is denied, the applicant
may require a revised arborist report depending on the location of the required parking
spots.

~
• Depending on the scope of work required for servicing the site the applicant may require
an additional detailed arborist report on tree impacts for the proposed work. A Tree
Pennit may also be required. Please have the applicant's project arborist review all new
servicing proposals for tree conflicts and provide a revised arbonst report.
Landscape:

•

Provided the property's zoning remains RS, Schedule I of the Subdivision Bylaw does ENNTCAERSEED
not apply. Should the zoning change to any other zoning, a Schedule I tree would be
required.

Please contact the undersigned with questions arising from this res pans

,
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Dan Gallagher,
Development Review Coordinator,

Saanich Parks
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping -

Tree Impact Assessment
and Protection Plan
Carriage House Construction and
Underground Service Upgrades
86 Crease Avenue, Victoria BC,
V8Z 1S5
Saanich File: REZ00649 - 86 Crease Avenue

Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd .
#16 - 6776 Oldfield Rd
Saanichton BC, V8M 2A3
Donald Skinner M.Sc.
Registered Professional Biologist (#827).
I.S .A. Certified Arborist (# PN5907A).
I.S.A. Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
August 27, 2020

# 16·6776 Oldfield Road
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping

Executive Summary:
Constructed without necessary permits, a carriage house in the rear yard of 86
Crease Avenue has been under a Saanich Stop Work order since summer 2018.
Proponents of the development wish to complete the project and have applied
for a zoning change and variance that would allow resumption of construction.
CJF visited the property in September 2019 and again in August 2020 record
inventory measurements and notes allowing us to use difference in canopy
condition as an indicator of tree vigor and health . Without obvious change in the
canopy condition of three on and off-site impacted trees over the 11 months
between site visits CJF is of the opinion that 2018 rootplate damage was minor
and its impact short lived. This is somewhat surprising considering Western
redcedar and Birch are water dependant species sensitive to rootplate disruption
and changes in sub-surface water flow .
Remaining work to complete includes finishing the building, various underground
service upgrades and reconstructing the driveway. CJF will oversee this work
where it intrudes into the PRZs of Trees 234 and 70. Also, prior to resumption of
work, tree protection fencing is required to separate Tree 70 from waterline
trenching and driveway construction. This fence line will extend from the main
house front entry south to existing south property line fencing . TPF will meet
Saanich Tree Protection Bylaw 9272 Schedule standard and include one
Warning - Habitat Protection Area sign.
To provide opinions on and solutions to any unforeseen tree I development
conflicts, CJF will remain available to all parties for the duration of the project.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
August27, 2020

Duane Blewett
Senior Planning Technician - Subdivision
Planning Department
District of Saanich
1040 McKenzie Ave.
Victoria BC, V8P 2L4
(e) duane.blewett@saanich.ca
Cc: David Reilly, Rosalynn Reilly, Jimmy Reilly (Proponents), Jagtar Bains
(District of Saanich, Engineering)
Re: 86 Crease Avenue, Saanich; Rear Yard Carriage House Construction
and Servicing Tree Impact Assessment and Tree Protection Measures.
Introduction:
In 2018 a two storey carriage house was constructed in the rear yard of 86
Crease Avenue on the enlarged footprint of a now removed outbuilding.
Constructed without necessary permits, Saanich staff issued a stop work order
leaving construction of the substantially completed building on hold since the
summer of 2018. The proponents wish to complete the project and have applied
for a zoning change and variance to reduce required off street parking to two
spaces rather than the four a property with carriage house requires.
Because the subject and adjacent properties are home to one Bylaw 9272
protected and two trees without Bylaw protection that have the potential to be
impacted by the development, project completion requires an Arborist Report
containing:
1. A comparison of 2019 and 2020 tree condition .
2. An estimate of 2018 construction tree impact,
3. Potential tree impacts caused by work remaining to finish the project.
4. Tree protection measures.
Donald Skinner of Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. (CJF) has been retained to
conduct the construction impact assessment and author a Rear yard Carriage
House Construction and Servicing Tree Impact Assessment and Tree Protection
Measures Report. CJF first visited the property on September 5, 2019 with a
return visit August 10, 2020, both of which included descriptive images and tree
impact I condition notes. This information and a proponent supplied August 7,
2020 project site plan with conceptual on· site underground service alignments
were used to develop this report.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
Methodology:
2019 and 2020 site visits included:
1. Conversations about the project with Jimmy and Oavid Reilly to:
a. Confinm project history.
b. Locate underground services.
c. Assist measuring distance from carriage house foundation to 85
Cadillac Avenue's Western redcedar 234.
2. Recording tree inventory measurements, calculated 12:1 and 18:1 PRZs,
relevant notes and descriptive images.
3. Gathering infonmation necessary to compare 2019 verses 2020 impacted
tree condition.

CJF was not present during 2018 construction and cannot describe sub-grade
disturbance incurred at that time. Our tree impact assessment is therefore
based on:
1. Off-set from disturbance.
2. Visual assessment of tree condition .
3. Supplied location of on-site underground service connections.
4. Experience with previous projects.
tmpacted Tree Resource:
Carriage house construction directly impacts three trees:
1. A Bylaw 9272 protected, three-stem Western redcedar (Thuja plicata),
with a consolidated diameter-at-breast-height (dbh) of 110cm, located to
the north in the rear yard of 85 Cadillac Avenue (10 tag 234).
2. A 17cm dbh Western redcedar without Bylaw 9272 protection located in
the front yard of 88 Crease Avenue (10 tag 69).
3. A 50cm dbh Cut Leaf Silver Birch (Betula species) without Bylaw 9272
protection located in the front yard of 86 Crease Avenue's (10 tag 70).

See:
1. Image 1: Saanich 2019 airphoto mark-up showing impacted tree canopies
verses the carriage house and main house.
2. Table 1: 2019 and 2020 Tree Inventory measurements I notes.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
Image 1: 2019 Saanich airphoto with impacted tree canopies and tag numbers.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
September 2019 verses August 2020 tree condition:
Images 2 and 3 show the canopy condition of trees 234 and 691 70 as seen on
September 5, 2019 and August 10, 2020. If trees were failing due to
construction related root disturbance CJF would expect to see a reduction in
canopy vigor (density) over the 11 month period, especially since water
dependant species such as Western redcedar and Birch are very sensitive to
rootplate disturbance and changes in soil moisture availability. Instead, CJF
observed that canopies of all tree impacted trees remain full and green indicating

that carriage house construction did not:
1. Result in significant and long-lasting damage to any tree's root system.
2. Disturb sub-surface water flow and availability.

Canopy vigour was maintained even though the carriage house and several of its
underground service connections are, at least partially, located within the
Protected Root Zones (PRZs) of trees 234 and 70.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
Im,.ge3: Western redcedar 69 and Birch 70; September 5, 2019 (left) and August 10, 2020

Between CJF's 2019 and 2020 site visits, the only noticeable change in any
trees condition was recent lift pruning of Western redcedar 234'5 lower canopy
branches (see Image 4).
Image 4: Western redcedar 234 lower branch lift Drur';na.
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Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
2018 Construction Impact:
Western redcedar 234:
As previously stated, carriage house construction and underground service
connections are located within Western redcedar 234's 16.0m 12:1 PRZ.
Fortunately, this tree,is located 5.8m north and up-slope of the development and
did not see a construction related disruption in soil moisture flowing down-slope
to the tree. Also, Western redcedar are quick to show the impact of root
disturbance and CJF expects that within 11 months this would manifest itself as:
1. Early season leaf flagging .
2. A general reduction in canopy density.
3. Possibly, leafless upper canopy branches.
CJF's August 10, 2020 site visit and Image 2 confirmed that none of the
expected symptoms of canopy decline due to rootplate damage are present.

Existing underground services (water, electric I communications I sewer)
connecting the carriage house to the property's main house are located between
the two, limiting Cedar rootplate disruption to the outer edges of this zone.
Natural gas is supplied to the carriage house from the meter at the main house's
south west comer. Once past this building it has limited impact on Tree 234's
PRZ. CJF does not expect that, if project completion requires reopening any
service trench for municipal inspection, this will create significant additional root
disturbance.
Western redcedar 69:
Located off-site in the front yard of 88 Crease Avenue, -90% of this tree's 3.0m
18:1 PRZ is outside of the subject property. CJF expects Tree 69 will suffer only
minor, if any, root disturbance related to carriage house construction. We do
note that the subject property's gas service passes through the east edge of the
PRZ. CJF believes this service corridor was established some years ago and
has not been altered in any way for carriage house construction,
Cut Leaf Silver Birch 70:
Located in the subject property's front yard, Birch 70 has seen minor carriage
house canopy and root disturbance during a 2018 overhead electric service
upgrade and underground carriage house gas service trench excavation.
Disturbance scope is limited and confined to the central canopy and a very small
portion of the PRZ north of the gas meter. CJF does not expect lingering effects
of either disturbance and sees no advancing symptoms of decline (see Image 3).

Between the street and meter the gas service passes just west of the Birch's
trunk where its installation would have disturbed the tree's rootplate unless
specialized techniques were employed . Overall canopy a~~:'!~':J:g~~~~;;;;that Tree 70 has recovered from whatever rootplate disturbance
gas line installation (see Image 3).
8
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping

See Appendix 1: Site Plan with Tree and Service Details for the location of all
impacted trees, the carriage and main house with existing 1 proposed on-site
underground service corridors and infrastructure.
Work Remaining and Tree Protection Measures:
Work Remaining:
As CJF understands it, work to complete the carriage house construction
includes:
1. Completing the building.
2. Upgrading municipal water service between street and main house.
3. Upgrading the property's stormwater management infrastructure by:
a. Creating a retention pit between main home and street,
b. Connecting the carriage house directly to the pit.
c. Upgrading the storrnwater connection between pit and municipal
service under the street near 81/83 Crease Avenue.
4. Driveway upgrade between street and main house, two on-property
parking spaces to be created.
Tree Protection Measures:
CJF mandates the following measures to protect Trees 234, 69 and 70 from
significant additional rootplate damage.
1. Western redcedar 234:
a. The existing property boundary fence along the north property line
separates carriage house from Tree 234, with this in place CJF
does not foresee the need for additional temporary tree protection
fencing to protect this Western redcedar from additional carriage
house construction or underground service corridor excavation
rootplate disturbance.
b. CJF will be present to oversee carriage house perimeter and roof
drain stormwater pit connection trench excavation while working
within tree 234's 16.0m 12:1 PRZ.
2 . Cut Leaf Silver Birch 70:
a. Saanich mandated water service upgrade between street and main
home requires trenching along the east edge of Tree 70's 6.0m
12:1 PRZ. CJF:
i. Anticipates this work will cause only minor rootplate
disturbance.
ii. Will be onsile to oversee watertine trench excavation.
Overburden will be placed to right of the trench rather than to the
left within the PRZ.
b. Prior to resumption of construction, Tree Protection F~~g..4IE4_ __ _
will be installed between the main house's front entra ~ ~ n\\n~
connect with existing south property line fence . Cons
IS U v:J IS
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2x4 posts and rails with snow fence panels TPF, must, at a
minimum, meet the Bylaw 9272 Schedule 'C' standard (see
Appendix 2). CJF will establish TPF alignment in conjunction with
the proponents (see Appendix 1 for preferred alignment).
c. One 500mm x 500mm (20inch x 20 inch) weatherproof sign stating
Warning - Habitat Proteclion Area will be affixed to the TPF along
its run (see Appendix 2).
d. TPF will remain in good functioning condition until project end or
removal approved by CJF.
B. Construction materials or waste will not be stored behind or against
any TPF.
3. Western redcedar 60:
a. Separated from construction by property boundary fencing, CJF
does not anticipate the need for additional measures to protect
Tree 69 from carriage house construction disturbance.
4. Underground Infrastructure Upgrades:
a. Stormwater retention pit to be located under driveway parking
spaces (see Appendix 1).
b. Beyond connection piping within Tree 234's 16.0m PRZ the pit and
its connection piping are located outside PRZs of both Trees 69
and 70. With TPF in place CJF expects no root damage during
retention pit excavation.
c. CJF is not aware piping route between pit and municipal services
under the street. Supplied June 29, 2020 Saanich document
entitled LTR_ SUMMARY_86 CREASE_ FiNAL_JUNE 29 2020
mentions connecting in front of 81 183 Crease Avenue. Assuming
stormwater leaves the property under the driveway; CJF does not
currently foresee conflict between the infrastructure and any on or
off·site tree . Final impact assessment will be made during pipe
alignment finalization.
d. Proposed driveway upgrade shown in Appendix 1 as double width
between street and main house with either a concrete or asphalt
surface. Located outside Tree 70 's PRZ CJF expects no additional
root disturbance during construction and porous pavers not
required to preserve gas exchange,
e. Water service upgrade previously discussed.
t, Construction materials storage and access on driveway and
between main and carriage houses only (see Appendix 1).
g. Trades parking on street or driveway only.
Conclusion:
While carriage house construction and service connection trenching did occur
within the PRZs of three adjacent trees the negative impacts of
I~~
limited in scope. Comparing canopy conditions seen in Septe
~U; OW~
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August 2020 showed little, ~ any, difference between the two dates. Impacted

tree species are sensitive to rootplate damage and disruption of sub-surface
water flow this indicated that rootplate disruption was minor and its impact shortlived .

CJF therefore considers that carriage house construction and necessary
infrastructure upgrades can continue with mandated tree protection measures
designed to limit PRZ encroachment and rootplate damage.

To provide opinions on and solutions to any unforeseen tree I development
conflicts, CJF will remain available to all parties for the duration of the project.
End Report:

Sincerely

Donald Skinner M.Sc.
Registered Professional Biologist (#827).
I.S.A . Certified Arborist (# PN5907A).
LS.A . Tree Risk Assessment Qualified .
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Appendix 2: Bylaw 9272 Schedule ·C· tree Protection fencing standard.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE FORESTRY LTD.
Urban & Wildland Forest Assessment & Mapping
September 8. 2019
Andrew Connell
Development Review Coordinator
Parks Division, District of Saanich
1040 McKenzie Ave
Victoria BC. V8P 2L4
Cc: Oavid Reilly, Rosalynn Reilly , Jimmy Reilly (Proponents), Chuck Bell (Dislricl
of Saanich Planner)

Re: 86 Crease Avenue Carriage House Construction Impact on; an 85
Cadillac Avenue Bylaw 9272 Protected Western Redcedar and Unprotected
86/88 Crease Avenue Front Yard Birch and Western redcedar Trees.

Executive Summary:
Donald Skinner of Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd has been retained by the
owners of a partially completed development at 86 Crease Avenue, in the District
of Saanich, to conduct a carriage house construction impact assessment on
three trees : a Bylaw 9272 prolected Western redcedar (tag 234) at 85 Cadillac
Avenue and two trees without Bylaw protection (tags 69 and 70) located in the
front yards of 88 and 86 Crease Avenue respectively (see Image 1).
CJF has determined that Cedar 234 suffered only minimal root disturbance and
no canopy disturbance during carriage house construction. Cedar 69 also
remains undamaged by construction while Birch 70 in 86 Cadillac's front yard
has been canopy pruned to create clearance for newly upgraded aerial electrical
I communications services. With most construction complete and a new
electrical service in place , CJF does not anticipate that restarting carriage house
construction would impact any inventoried tree unless necessary underground
service upgrades are encroach on the Protected Root Zones of trees 69 and 70.

If completing carriage house construction requires Tree Protection Fencing, CJF
recommends determining alignment and installing after scope of remaining
works is finalized .

------~---~~~==~==~~
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Introduction:
Under the direction of an August 30, 2019 letter from Saanich Planner Chuck
Bell; owners of a partially completed rear yard carriage house at 86 Crease

Avenue , in the District of Saanich, require an Arborist Report before restarting
their project. Arborist Donald Skinner of Concrete Jungle Forestry Ltd. (CJF) has
been retained to:
1. Conduct a construction disturbance impact assessment on a Bylaw 9272
protected Western redcedar located offsite at 85 Cadillac Avenue (see
Image 1). Although rooted 5.8m north of the project. this tree's canopy
drip line extends south to within 4 .0m of construction disturbance and so
must be included in the Report.
2. Inventory and determine whether two trees without Bylaw 9272 protection
have been impacted by construction , These trees are; a Western
redcedar rooted offsite in the front yard of 88 Crease Avenue and a
subject property front yard Cut Leaf Silver Birch .
CJF visited the property on September 3, 2019 to :
1. View the current condition .
2. Inventory three trees.
3. Estimate the construction impact on the 85 Cadillac Avenue Cedar.
4 . Estimate the construction impact on :
a . The SS Crease Avenue Cedar.
b. The 86 Crease Avenue Birch .
This report presents the results of this work .
Current Condition:
At the site , CJF observed a partially completed two storey carriage house in the
rear yard of 86 Crease Avenue (see Image 2). No subgrade construction
disturbance was observed in the front yard of either 86 or 88 Crease Avenue .
On the subject and adjacent properties CJF inventoried the following trees:
1. 85 Cadillac Avenue rear yard:
A three stem 133cm (cumulative diameter at breast height (dbh)) Western
redcedar (tag #234) located 5.8m north of construction disturbance and
5.0m north of the 86 Crease Avenue I 85 Cadillac Avenue shared fence
line (see Images 1 and 2). This Cedar has a full green canopy, at least
five live leaders and a canopy drip line extending to the 86 Crease Avenue
185 Cadillac Avenue shared fence line.
2. 88 Crease Avenue front yard:
A 17cm dbh Western redcedar (tag #69) with a drying and thinning
canopy (see Images 1 and 3) .
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3. 86 Crease Avenue front yard:
50cm dbh Cut Leaf Silver birch (tag #70) with dead distal canopy
branches indicative of Birch Borer infestation . Also , the canopy was
recently pruned to accommodate upgraded aerial electrical I
communications services for the original home and carriage house. To
create necessary clearance, pruning removed at least one large diameter
secondary branch (see Images 1 and 3).
Tree Inventory Details :
See Appendix 1 for Inventory details and notes on all trees.
Carriage House Construction Impact:
Building a carriage house had the potential to impact only three stem Western
redcedar #234 as along as front yard underground services do not need
upgrading The carriage house's construction footprint (building and excavation)
is entirely outside Cedar 234's 5.0m canopy radius but well within its 23.9m
Protected Root Zone (PRZ) ' . CJF observed that Cedar 234 :
4. Retains a full green canopy.
5. Had at least five live leaders.
6. Has no observable deadwood when viewed from the subject property.
Cedar 234's location. 5.Bm uphill of the carriage house, likely prevented
disruption of underground down-slope water flow to the tree enabling continued
support of its full green canopy. Also, Image 1 shows a pre-existing outbuilding
occupying much the same footprint as the carriage house. Assuming both
buildings are slab·on·grade, it is very likely that there was minimal root
disturbance when demolishing the outbuilding and preparing the site for carriage
house construction .
Therefore , CJF considers that Cedar 234 suffered only minimal root
disturbance and no canopy disturbance during carriage house
construction .
Pruning 86 Crease Avenue Birch #70's canopy to create clearance for an
updated aerial electrical and communications services, running pole to original
home (see Image 3) and then underground from the rear of the original home to
the carriage house. required the removal of at least one large secondary branch.
If any additional canopy pruninq is required . it must be done using sound
arboricultural practice and include removing birch borer damaged distal
branches. We do not anticipate further root damage as long as any changes to

I The 23 .9m PRZ is based on a 133cm cumulative diameter of tree 234's three 40cm+ dbh stems. In e lF's
opinion this PRZ is too large and a more re presentative radius would be created if based on a cumulative
dbh equaling 100"10 o f the largest stem and 60% each o f the two smaller SIems.
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the property's underground sewer I municipal water I natural gas services do not
encroach on tree 70's 9.0m PRZ.
Therefore, CJF considers that Birch 70 remains viable despite canopy
pruning although it may decline with continued Birch Borer damage.

Neither the upgraded aerial electrical ! communications sevices nor construction
of the rear yard carriage house has impacted 88 Crease Avenue Cedar #69. We
do not anticipate root damage as long as any changes to the property's
underground sewer I municipal water I natural gas services do not encroach on
tree 69's 3.1m PRZ.
Therefore , CJF considers that Cedar 69 has not suffered any damage during
carriage house construction.

If completing carriage house construction requires Tree Protection Fencing, CJF
recommends determining alignment and installing after scope of remaining
works is finalized .
End Report:

Sincerely

Donald Skinner M.Sc.
Registered Professional Biologist (#827).
I.S.A. Certified Arborist (# PN5907A) .
I.S.A. Tree Risk Assessment Qualified .
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Image 1: 2017 CRD Air Photo showing inventoried tree canopies , pervious
outbuilding and carriage house location occupying approximately the same
footprint. See Appendix 1 for Tree Inventory details and notes.
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Image 2: Partially completed carriage house with adjacent offsite Western

red cedar located at 85 Cadillac Avenue.
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Image 3: 86 I 88 Crease Avenue front yards with Silver Birch and Western
red cedar. 86 Crease Avenue electrical! communications services at image
centre .

Appendix 1: Tree Inventory details and notes.
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Rosalynn Reilly
ACKNOWLEDGEO'
Monday, March 01, 2021
Mayor; Zac De Vries; Ned Taylor; Rebecca Mersereau; Karen Harper; Colin Plant; Nathalie
Chambers; Judy Brownoff; Susan Brice
(External Email) 86 Crease Ave question re engineering request prior to Public Meeting
reply to mayor, council March 1 2021.docx
>

This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is
not known to you.
Please refer to the recorded minutes of January 25, 2021.
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February 24, 2021
To Mayor Fred Haynes and Councilor's,
We want to correct the repeated misrepresentations made by the Director of
Engineering regarding the need and cost for a storm drain hook-up raised in the
Council meeting of January 25, 2021. The engineering department has repeatedly
raised the issue of the storm drain hook up. This contrary to our repeated
objection due to the financial implications and the unnecessary hook up due to
the foot print of our building. We have repeatedly informed them we cannot
afford to pay for the significant and unnecessary costly upgrade of Saanich's
storm sewer infrastructure. This issue has been addressed by us multiple times.
On July 15,2020 we hired civil engineer Ed Kyle of Hoell Engineering, who
rebutted and questioned the engineering department requirements. The
engineering departments answer to Ed Kyles questions, in correspondence by
Jason Hodgins on July 15, 2020, was to increase the demands for development by
adding additional requirements which have since been removed. At that time this
issue was add ressed and II put to bed".
We have asked for a hook up charge from Saanich and were told they could not
give us one until we supplied them with an engineer's quote. We submitted this
on February 17, 2021 and have been waiting for Saanich's response. We
submitted a quote from Hoell Engineering to the Saanich Engineering Department
a starting quote of $24,105 without including Saanich hook up charge and any
additional unforeseen costs. We have stated that we will gladly pay for any hook
up charge. But we are not prepared to pay for the unnecessary upgrade of
Saanich's storm water system on Saanich property.
At no point in the January 25' 2021 council meeting was it stated that we had to
sign anything to hook up to the storm drain, especially given the above, and that
the goal was to move forward to a Public Hearing.
Furthermore, as raised previously, with the engineering department, a building
with the same foot print as ours, _
down at. Crease Ave, was not
required to meet these outrageous and expensive demands because it is classed
as an "art studio". They were allowed to hook up to the existing perimeter drain
which drains to our side of the road. This has proven to work efficiently for 4

years and by using the same application ours has successfully worked for 3 years
with no overload to the existing system. Why fix something that is not broken?
During the council meeting on January 25, 2021, Harley Machielse, the Director of
Engineering, incorrectly informed council the storm hook up was half a lot away
when in fact it is closer to two lots away and across the road. This has a
significant impact on cost to us. The dialogue prior to the unanimous vote was
that at this stage this development needed to go before a Public Hearing. Please
refer to the dialogue recorded in the minutes on January 25, 2021.
We feel after reviewing the council minutes there was much confusion around
this storm drain issue and council, due to the errors and omissions of the
engineering department, were not able to make an informed decision. It appears
the engineering department is once again over-ruling the council by not allowing
us to move to a Public Hearing without agreeing to their outrageous demand that
we upgrade Saanich's storm drain system.
Our question is, how is it that for the second time the engineering department is
allowed to block this councils vote to be able to move to Public Hearing?
The engineering department using mis-information to repeatedly halt our
progress to move to public hearing despite our 1st time before the special council
meeting on October 19, 2020 where we were approved by 7 members of the
council and again on January 25, 2021 where we were approved by the mayor
and all the councilors to move forward to Public Hearing. Also, we feel that the
engineering department has been negligent in responding to requests for
information and questions we have asked pertaining to the costs and applicability
of storm drain issues. Also, the council was misinformed regarding the distance
being asked to hook up to the storm drain.
As we have proven over and over again the only impediment of this matter
moving forward is the engineering department and its repeated unnecessary
demands. It must be noted we have supplied evidence of support from all our
neighbors and the Mt View Colquitz Community Association.
With respect,
The Reilly family
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Regarding the development servicing requirements for 86 Creatd2!1!~!!.~~~~~==:.

This letter states all items that we the homeowners (applicants) agree to, and disagree
to regarding the development servicing requirements included in the memo dated May
26,2020.
This document was given to the Saanich Engineering Departments on November 24th
2020. Please note that this document was requested by the Saanich Planning
department after the Saanich Mayor and Council had already voted in favour to put our
application through to a public hearing. That was done at the special council meeting
on October19th 2020.
Also please note that all these points were stated in our report dated October 13th
2020.

We the homeownersl applicants agree to the following demands:
• As stated in our response to the Saanich Planning Departments report dated on
October 13th 2020, on page 2, we are willing to sign a covenant on the property
stating that we will not Strata-title or subdivide our property (86 Crease Ave.)
•

To upgrade our potable water supply from 13mm to 19mm. We have had a
experienced certified plumber assure us that the upgrade from the existing 13mm
supply to a new 19mm water supply is adequate to meet and comply with the B.C.
building code. This upgrade could easily handle the small water demand from the
new secondary building. The secondary building's plumbing includes 2 sinks
(bathroom, and kitchen), 1 shower unit, 1 toilet, 1 exterior hose bib, and 1 washing
machine.

We had always planned on increasing the water supply. 2 years ago when we enquired
to the Saanich hall, we were given a cost estimate to increase the service.
• Structural engineer: Hoel Engineering. We have a structural engineers report dated
February 02 2020. The structural report involves minor shear wall applications. All
seismic work demands in the report are common in todays standards.

[R1[g©[gO\Yl[g[Q)
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• Geotechnical engineer: We will have a Geotechnical engineers report upon lifting the
stop work order. We do not want to incur more costs until we have an answer from
council.
• Once the stop work order is lifted and there is a permit in place we are ready to dig
down and expose the 4" perforated perimeter drain pipe which is covered in drain
rock and geotechnical cloth, the 3" tight pipe rain water leader, the foundation dampproofing, the delta board application and sump chamber. All of these applications
were documented with many photographs during the construction phases in
sequence. We are hoping that we can use them during some of the inspection
phases so not to waste too much unnecessary time and cost to dig up everything to
just fill it back in. If you refer to our site plan that is dated August 7th 2020 you will
see that the secondary structure has a 3' concrete sidewalk bordering the building.
So to access these services noted above the concrete sidewalk would have be cut
out and removed to access to dig. As stated we are willing to do what is needed for
inspections but we are hoping to not completely destroy what is currently there.
• As stated in our response to the Saanich Planning Departments report dated October
13th 2020 on page 11, we have a B.C. Energy Compliance Report dated May 06,
2020. This report is the 1st of 3 reports to be completed. The other 2 reports cannot
be completed until the stop work order is lifted, the building permit is in place, and
the building construction is further along.
We have been in contact with a local certified plumber who is willing to inspect the
plumbing, test all plumbing installed and pull the appropriate plumbing permits.
The Plumber that installed all the plumbing for the secondary building was a friend
from Haida Gwaii. He installed the plumbing back in 2018 after the framing was
complete. The plumber is no longer on Vancouver Island.

We are ready to proceed, to have the stop work order lifted, to have the
appropriate permits in place, and to be ready for all required inspections for the
secondary building.

We the homeownersl applicants do not agree with the following demands:
• As noted in our response the the Saanich Planning Departments report dated
October 13th 2020 on page 8-9 we are not prepared to meet the demands that we
have to incorperate 4 side by side parking stalls (2 stalls per household) across the
front of the property_ This would destroy all frontal green space which includes a 10
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year old apple tree and a 3 year old peach tree, vegetable and flower garden beds.
My
year old mother grows our food in this area. If green space and affordable
living is high on Saanich's priority list we cannot see the sense in this request to
excavate all of this area just to add 4 unnecessary parking stalls. Not to mention the
cost of construction to complete this, again back to affordable living. Because my
parents are both
ears of age, part of the long term appeal is that once
they both are no longer wanting or able to drive they will be able to walk to Uptown
or get on a bus to go anywhere else. So again we do not feel this demand
applicable.

'-----~----'

• Please read page 8 of our response to the Planning Departments Report dated
October 13th 2020 to get a scope of our existing parking situation at 86 Crease
Avenue.
• We do not agree to finance construction for a storm drain system on Saanich's
property that involves digging up Crease avenue fronting 81/83 Crease, and to fill in
the ditch fronting our property 86 Crease Ave. Before I get into the reason I would
like it to be known that it clearly states on Pages 8,9 and 11 of our response to the
Saanich Planning Departments Report dated Oct.13 2020. We find these demands
non beneficial to us, very costly, and unnecessary due to the scope and size of the
secondary building.
1. Widening of the road in front of 86 Crease Ave. This would be the only property
along the entire length of Crease Avenue starting from Harriet Rd. All the way to the
end at the cUl-de-sac before Tillicum Rd. This seems completely unnecessary and
extremely costiy.
2. Sidewalk Installation in front of 86 Crease Ave. Again this would be the only
property along the entire length of Crease Avenue that would have this
unnecessary, costly application.
3. Gutter installation in front of 86 Crease Ave. Again this would be the only property
along the entire length of Crease Avenue that would have this unnecessary, costly
application.

4. Suitably Designed Storm System
Before backfill stage, after the foundation was poured a 3' diameter by 6' deep sump
system was installed at the exterior South East corner of the secondary building. The
sump is fitted with a 1 horse drain pump and a backup pump fitted with a trip alarm
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system. The ground water is pumped into the existing perimeter drain system that
runs into the ditch fronting the property. Our neighbours at
Crease Ave.
down built a permitted accessory building in 2018. Aside from our sump chamber they
were pennitted to have the exact same system. They built a slab on grade so no need
for the sump.
L.......--_

----"

Because the building was built in September 2018 this system has been in place for 2
and closing in on 3 years. Enduring 2 winters going on 3. We have not encountered
any problems what so ever with the system that is in place.
Attached on pages 14 and 15 in our response dated October 13th 2020 to the planning
departments report was email correspondence between our cicvil engineer Ed Kyle
and Jason Hodgins from the engineering department. Ed Kyle of Hoell Engineering
states that filling in the ditch in front of our property and installing a drain extension on
the opposite side of the road to 86 Crease Ave. seems unnecessary. The fact that the
GIS contours for the ditch fronting all properties on the same side as 86 Crease have a
positive slope leading to Wascana St. All homes on our side of the road drain to this
ditch.
This all being said we do not agree to fund an engineered design, and the construction
to have the road dug up for roughly 80 feet back up the road towards Harriet St. pay
for Saanich's storm pipe installation, manholes and a riser extension. Again we find
these demands to not be beneficial to us, unnecessary, and completely unaffordable.
As stated in the Supplemental report, "the storm drain would create a new municipal
asset and increase the potential for the redevelopment of upstream properties" We
cannot afford to pay for Saanich's upgrade on Saanich's property to service other
residents. Further more we feel this goes against Saanich's mandate for treating stann
water as a resource not waste.

It also states in Saanich's Supplemental report by filling in the ditch fronting 86 Crease
Ave. This would lower Saanich's ditch maintenance cost. I would be interested in
seeing the maintenance schedule for this said ditch. I have owned this property since
2010, it has been cleaned, clear of garbage and grass by myself or my father. Never
once have we seen a Saanich employee out doing these tasks. The culvert has never
had an issue, it flows perfectly fine in the rainy months and is bone dry in the summer
months.

6. I'd also like to point out that within the last 2 years 4 new homes have been built' on
the same block as our property. 79, 95, 99, and 98 Crease Avenue. Zoning aside,
A nf

~
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none of these properties were required to pay for sidewaJks~
of the road,
gutters, filling in of ditches front of
properties. We understand we were guided
a 6-8 story
these
into this re-zoning process
rt,.,. that
condominium block like stated
creates a footprint of
u u.....

7. Also, we do not agree to
would be that if we incurred
weeks at a time by digging
condominium block.
future to incorperate all
power, parking, sidewalks
length of sidewalk
4
picture in our minds when
old rancher style house
on Crease Ave in the res.dentiaJ

Final Note.
We are fully aware that our
requirements and demands.
Remember we are re-zoning to Site ~~III'U
deemed by Saanich not to be president settiog~
We agree to sign any legal documents
We ask that you take a real Ctose
amount of impact that our secondary
small impact to our land, and nefghbours
the foundation is poured, the services are
framed, the electrical and plumbing is
wrapped with a moister barrier. The ~I~n:
inspections.
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The secondary buildings footprint sit no bigger than the "accessory" buildings which all
currently sit behind the 3 out of the 4, large 2 to 3 story new homes on our block.

We simply cannot afford all of the major demands from the engineering department
and aside from that we see most of them unnecessary for the scope of our small
application
We are a small fami1y with 3 generations living on this property, My Mother and Father
myself who's 38 and my
aughter. 4 people live on this
who are now
property, and if you grant us to move forward only 4 people will continue to live on this
property. We are not a development company adding a major impact to our
community to make a profit. Our application does not prove any negative impact to
our community or neighbourhood.
This is our home. This is not a subdivision or a large development.
The Mayor and council have publicly stated that they are in full support of multi
generations living on one lot, affordable housing for seniors, and we are aware that one
of Saanich's main goals is to preserve green space. We are trying to achieve these
things.

Thank you
David, Rosalynn, Jimmy, Charlee Rose Reilly
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86 Crease Ave. Rezoning Application Report
To: The Saanich Mayor Fred Haynes and his Council
From: David, Rosalynn and Jimmy Reilly

Subject: Rewning and Development Variance Pennit Application ~POS~T~TO~~~==EIPPOS~TED~=~
File: REZ00649; DVPO0459 86 Crease Ave
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Dear Mayor and Council Members
My name is David Reilly (son of Jimmy and Rosalynn Reilly) I will be writing to you in this

report.
I am writing to you with our response to the report written and prepared by Duane Blewett,
Shari Holmes-Saltzman, and approved by Sharon Hvozdanki, which was received by the
legislative Division District Of Saanich on the 25th of September 2020.
In this report, my response will cover our reasons for the practicality, the affordability, and
reason why we have a 3/4 constructed single family structure in our back yard. Also through
this report we will cover our concerns and corrections we have found on the report given to
you by the Saanich Planning Department. Please have a copy o f the Planning Departments
Report to refer to.
We ask that you read with an unbiased mind set, and hope you see that we did not go ahead
with this build in an act of defiance, but that we had forged forward out of desperation to
house our family. We have been trying to move forward with the Saanich Planning
Department for 2 years now, this is where we have ended up. We want to make things right.
communicate and move forward so that our family can live harmoniously on 1 lot under 2
separate roofs. sooner than later.

[Rl~©~OI(§~[Q)

OCT 14 2020
LEGISLATIVE DIVISION
DISTRICT OF SAAN ICH
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Please refer to the RECOMMENDATIONS on the Planning Departments RepoTt.
Page 1
Line#2 The Planning Department was given the latest Arborist report on August 29 2020.

The report states that since the last report in September 2019 there has been 0 impact to the
health of the trees on lot 86 Crease Ave. and no change. Do we have to pay an arborist
monthly to continue to keep writing reports? This seems unnecessary and would become very
costly. Approximately $650.00 per report.
In regards to the off site servicing requirements requested by the Saanich Engineering
Department we do nO( agree their request is necessary for our small scale impact that is the

secondary structure. Therefore we find it unnecessary to pay an arborist to provide updated
reports on trees that are not our lot (86 Crease),
Line# 3 (A). We have notified the Planning department numerous times via email and vocally
that we are not looking to Strata-title or subdivide our property. We are willing to sign
covenant pertaining to this matter.

Please Refer to Page 2 under DISCUSSION, Background
Accessory Building:
This structure the Planning Department refers to was existing when I purchased the property
In Sept of 2010.
The accessory building structure consisted of 4 6x6" posts holding up a gable roof, attached
to a 6'xl0' portable high ~school built gable roofed shed. It was dismantled and removed from
[he property to dig the foundation for the secondary structure.
O ther Structures:
I did build a deck at the back of the main house, It is simply a pressure treaded wood
constructed frame built, 1 riser or 7-8" off of grade, it does not have stairs and does not
require a handrail or guardrail. Its purpose was to have a dry place to set up an outside table,
bbq and a dry p lace off of the grass for the dogs to dry off. If this is a major issue it can be
dismantled and I will go through the permit process.
·Yes it was easily dismantled then re-decked to accommodate the trench work for the
servicing of the secondary building.
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The "Roof" over this "illegal" deck noted in the planning departments report was simply 2
posts supporting a beam with a tarp stapled to it and stretched back (0 the fascia board of
the main house. Because we have 2 families living in one house it is hard (0 find s(Orage. to
keep things dry. That was the purpose of this tarp roof structure. The Saanich Planning
Department had mentioned our "illegal roof" over the back deck in one of our
correspondence letters with them. This roof was easily dismant led. and now for over a year
we have been paying $300 per month on 2 storage units while we wait for our direction from
Saanich.
As for the "storage area" located at the west side of the reSidence, it has also been there since
before I purchased the property in 2010. This is simply a 4' shed style roof attached to the
side of the house that runs 3/4 the length of the west exterior wall. This was once used as a
covered firewood area because the home had a wood burning fireplace. That fireplace was
removed years ago. Now the main house is outfitted with a high efficiency gas heating system,
Since the merge of our family in 2018 we have been using that side covered area as open
storage. there are no walls or doors but mearly a small roof to keep things dry. It can also be
easily dismantled if it creates a problem as well.

Please refer to Subject Application Page 2 of the Planning Departments

Report~

Yes we were informed that the District Of Saanich Garden Suite Study was was under way and
that o ur Two story structure wo uld not comply.
We were told to pull a permit for the building. we did. We were quickly rejected because I
quote "you can't pu ll a permit on something that does not exist", Makes sense, Then we were
(Old (0 apply for a variance, We did. we were rejected.
It wasn't the planning department that recommended we try (0 re zone the property to site
specific like stated in their report. It was a good friend and local developer that mentioned
{his avenue to rezone to site specific.
We were guided by the planning department to try to apply for a permit at first. After that
failed we were told to try to apply for a variance for the secondary structure. They also
stated we could remove the second level of [he secondary structure and apply for a Accessory
Building Permit. To my knowledge turning an accessory building into a dwelling is also a
breach of bylaw.
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This recommendation would have made our case worse , and would not have fit our
affordable housing plan. Guidance from the planning depanmenr did nO[ seem helpful at all,
and frankly wasted money and months of our time gathering requiremenrs for the variance
and permit to only have the applications rejected.

Please Refer To page 4 of the Planning Depanments Report.
The end of the second paragraph under Site and Building Design.
The report states that the architectural details for the cladding material have not been
provided. Please see page 8 and 9 of their report. The architectural drawings clearly state;
Lap siding, wood belly band, horizontal corrugated metal siding, vinyl windows, aluminum
and glass railings, and refinished metal fascia flashings. Now, is the planning department
asking for an architectural section drawing for each o ne of these applications? If so I can not
find in our correspondence with them where they have requested it. If nesccesary those can
all be drafted up and attached in the permit process.
The cladding products shown on page 8 and 9 are all very typical B.C. West Coast
applications found in both speculation built homes to modern contemporary style homes, all
built here on Vancouver island which the Planning department see surly on a daily basis.

Please Refer to page 5 of the Planning Departments Report. Under Consultation
Please take note that a positive referral was sent to the Saanich Municipal Hall from Carol
Hammil from the Mt. View Colquitz Community Association on August 26th. 2019. She had
stopped by the house (86 Crease) at one point before sending the referral into the Saanich
Municipal Hall. She spoke with my father (Jimmy) and he filled her in with our story. She
stated that although she did not condone or recommend building without a permit she
thought this was a perfect affordable solution for families to live together. She also said that
before stopping by our house that she had approached our neighbours in the area (Crease
Ave. And Cadillac rd.) to get their input. She said she heard nothing but positive comments
regarding our situation, and that we had full support from them.
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In the second Paragraph under Consultation page 5, the Planning Department goes on to
saying that we provided signatures of "no objection" from 7 surrounding properties. This is
true. That correspondence was given to the Planning Department back in 2018 when we were
guided by them to apply for a permit which was rejected when we were informed "you can't
pull a permit on something that doesn't exist",
Now the Planning Department failed to provide you the most recent signed petition which
was sent into them on March 17th 2020. It provides 19 signatures from the immediate
surrounding neighbours who would be most visually affected by the secondary structure. We
had the same feedback as Carol Hammil did, and the same feedback from the petition we
walked around with 2 years prior, Everyone was in support and in favour. I also believe some
of our surrounding neighbours had emailed and phoned in their support for us to the Saanich
Municipal Hall directly. Please see the copies of the petition on pages 16 and 17 and also the
copy of Carol Hamills letter to Saanich on page 18 of this report,

Please refer to Page 6 of the planning departments repor(,
This photo taken by a Saanich employee is not current.

(

Provided in our report is pictures of the greenery, tree's, fruit trees, flower beds, raised
vegetable gardens. both at the front and back (he the property, lots of green space and very
little hardscape. There is plenty of room for vehicles to park abreast, multiple tandem spaces
and last but not least, when standing out in front of (he property (86 Crease) the 2 story
secondary structure in the back is not visible behind the 1952 built one story (rancher). It is
only when you walk to the east side of the property looking down the driveway that the
secondary structure becomes visible. Please review photos provided at the back of this
report.

Please Refer to Page 10 of the Planning Departments Report.
Please take note that the Planning Department states that our proposal has no implicarions
regarding the Financial or Strategic plans.
Official Community Plan 2008 4.2.\.\ and 4.2.5.7
When I compare the low to no impact construction of our small secondary building to this
Official Communi(y Plan it seems we comply.
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Please Refer to Page II the (UDP) ilnd the Policy Analysis
Please take note that the (UDP) was presented at the council meeting in August 2020 as
stated in the Planning Departments report. This seems irrele\lant as our structure was built in
September 2018.
We understand the benefits of the UDP, more affordable living in higher density urban areas,
and many more.
What about the current residents?
I'm sorry if what my family and I are trying to do pose a problem for the UDP. I found a way
to house my . year old parents, house myself and my I year old daughter, live together, but
under 2 separate roofs affordably. All in the hopes to raise my Daughter in a neighbourhood I
invested 10 years of my life in. 'fo be close to my parents who are both _
. to help them,
for them (0 help me, for them to see their grandchild grow up.
If we stand in the way of this Redevelopment plan by adding a second single family dwelling
on I lor. (which again we agree that we will sign a covenant to not strata-title or subdivide the
property.) I ask why within the 2 years of the our secondary structure being constructed 6
permits have been granted for 2 and 3 story buildings. My estimate 2500 to 3500 sq foot
(including the garages) single family homes have been built directly across and within a 2
block radius of 86 Crease. All these brand new large builds built to the maximum allowed
square footage and include detached accessory buildings, which are also built to the
maximum square footage . Surely these new homes would create a problem to the UDP being
as they are on the exact block or the next block over to 86 Crease Ave. which means we are all
in the way of the UDP. Please see the last 2 photos of this report
Please refer to the last paragraph of the Planning Departments report under Policy Analysis.
Page II .T he report refers to our secondary structure as an illegal Accessory building. The
planning department has been aware that our building plan was built as a single family
dwelling since the beginning. Their report states this if you refer back to the second
paragraph on page 2 under Subject Application.
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Please refer to page 12 of the Planning Departments Report.
Garden Suites.
I'd like council to he aware that before I constructed the secondary building at the back of my
property I did speak with the Saanich planning department regarding Garden suits. This was
in the spring time of 2018.
J was informed that there was a study underway but there was still no date of completion.

That regulations. sizes. setbacks and many more concerns had not been decided or
established.
After getting this feedback I did some research online. I found that Saanich had been working
on these studies, as a priority since 2004 . To recap it was 2018. I did not have faith that
there would be any answers soon and if we would even comply to their model s.
My mother and 1did attend a the Garden Suit Study Update held on may the 4th (2019) at the
cedar hill recreational centre. Please remember my secondary building was buill in September
(2018). We looked at the proposed garden suit which aligned with our lots size classification
and spoke with Duane Blewet from the Saanich Planning Department. It was at this point we
discovered that we were obviously not going to classify for what the Planning Department
was proposing to the public. For 2 reasons; My structure was 2 stories (so over hight and
over the allowable square footage .) and it also sits above a 3' crawl space. It looked that all
garden suites were to be constructed with a slab on grade application. We wrote down our
feedback and left. We have since followed the news on the progress and completion of the
garden suites.
·The Garden Suite Regulation Comparison provided in the Planning Departments report
seems redundant and does not apply to our application.
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Please refer to page 13 of the Planning departments Report.
Under Variances
Yes we propose that the demand from the planning department to incorperate 4 side by side
parking spaces is unnecessary. This proposal would destroy our green space which includes
again raised vegetable gardens, flower beds and a 10 year old thriving apple tree. To meet the
Planning departments demand we would have to excavate all this away, fill in our frontal ditch
to incorperate 4 parking spaces which would stretch the whole width of the property. We find
this unnecessary and costly, which goes against our affordable living movement, and visually
unsightly.
Currently, at 86 Crease Ave. we have 2 full size pickup trucks, 1 small SUV, a 17 foot boat, and
a 15 foot work/tool trailer. All parked side by side, and front to back with no street parking
required. These vehicles all fit comfortably with the existing layout, without having to meet
the Saanich Departments demand. To put in perspective a little more on how much parking
space we have, in March 2020 during the first wave of the COVID 19 Pandemic I had rented a
32' travel trailer to live in, which also fit in the existing driveway. 4 months I had rented this
trailer so I was not exposed to my elderly parents in the main residence. This abled me to still
go to work, and for them to be safe from me as a safety measure. During that time we still did
not have to park on the street.
Why J have recently paid Saanich $500 for a variance to leave the parking as is leaves me very
very confused.

Please refer to page 13 of the Planning Departments report under Servicine
We are in full agreement with the Planning Departments demand for the water service
upgrade. We've inquired about this with Saanich and received a cost estimate.
We find the demands in the second paragraph under Servicing inapplicable to our site
specific application. To meet the demands from the Saanich Engineering department, we
were informed we would have to pay the costs for widening of the road for the length of our
property, the cost for a sidewalk, gutter and fire hydrant to be installed, upgrade the storm
system, (which we were informed by the Saanich engineer would involve digging up the road
from . Crease Ave. to the front of 86 Crease Ave. Approximately 80 feet to install a new
storm and riser.
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We acquired a rough cost estimate from Engineer Ed Kyle from Hoell Engineering on this Civil
work to be done. His cost estimate was anywhere from $80-100,000+
This raises an major concern for us, obviously the financial part. Again our main goal is
affordable living, these demands would be unaffordable for us and not beneficial lO us. Also
wou ld this infrastructure not be in the way of the UDP.
We feel we are being exploited and intimidated by the Engineering Department with regard
to the small scope of our building. We would hope Council would negotiate with the
Engineering Department on our behalf. (For example a cash donation in lieu of)
Please see the attached email conversation between Ed Kyle and the Saanich Engineering
department on pages 14 and 15 of this report.

-Please refer back to Page 7 Existing Site Plan
I'd like for you have a look at the amount of site coverage we have incurred with the
secondary structure being in place. The existing t slOry 1950 built rancher. (2 bed room)
Roughly a footprint of 1000 sq feet, plus the new 16'x28' 2 story secondary building which
creates a footprint of just under 500sqf. (No bigger than a garden suite or accessory building
footprint) in total our dwelling footprints covers roughly 1500 square feet of living space on
our lot. The rest is made up of lots of green space, garden beds. grass. fruit trees and a
concrete slab. deck and parking.
To get to the point I don't understand why these demands from the Saanich Engineering
Department are necessary. We have minimal site coverage, way less lot coverage than the new
homes being constructed on and around our residential block. Meaning both ground, and
rain water being picked up from our site is minimal in comparison to the new builds allowed.
Not to mention the lack of hardscape (exterior concrete slab and sidewalk) that all the new
builds have around this area.

Id also like to mention that what is being approved in our area (large 2-3 slOry + fully plumbed
and wired accessory buildings) in no way compares to what we are proposing. These new
builds would have anywhere from 3-4 bath and powder rooms not including the bathroom in
the accessory building. All sinks and plumbing to go along with the bathrooms, kitchens,
hose bibs, etcetera.
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The Saanich planning department did not provide you a copy of the our secondary building's
1st and 2nd story floor plans. We have. Please refeno pages 19 and 20 of this report.
You will notice that the constructed secondary building is a simple layout. The lower lever
includes 2 small bedrooms and a 3 piece bathroom. The upper level is an open concept,
bright. which includes the kitchen, small dinning area and small living room. Small laundry
room and one large deck and one small deck at the back.

All appropriate servicing was installed during the backfill stage (dam-proofing, perimeter
drain system. rainwater leader system, a 2 sump pump system which is tied into the main
house storm system which was upgraded in 2010. The sewer system ties into the main house
which was all upgraded by a certified plumber back in 2018.
Pictures were taking during all these installations and the backfill stage. I am fully aware that
all this work needs to be inspected by Saanich. And if they deem some work does not meet
code or is incorrect we fully agree to meet their needs.

Please refer to page 13 of the Planning departments Report.
Under Environment
If you read the first paragraph, the planning department states looking at Concrete Jungle
forestry 's impact report it address's 3 (Tees. A PROTECTED Western Red Cedar (#234). an
UNPROTECTED Cut Leaf Silver Birch (#70) and then an UNPROTECTED Western Red
Cedar (#69). Please note the protected and un protected trees mentioned. If you then refer
to Paragraph #3 under their Environment heading, the planning Department states that
there are (2) PROTECTED trees addressed at the front of the property, tree's (#69) and (#70).
This is incorrect according to their own statement in the first paragraph. and incorrect with
Concrete Jungles latest field report provided August 27th 2020.

The Planning Department goes along to state the minimal impact of the roots observed from
the given report on the Western Red Cedar that is PROTECTED (#234) at the back of the
property, which is the closest tree to the secondary structu re. This tree is live and well.
In Paragraph #4 under the heading Environment the planning department states we did not
provide off site reports from Concrete Jungle Forestry LTD. regarding possible damages to
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trees and the environment to surrounding existing properties. We have in no way agreed to
digging up the road , widening the road to add sidewalks, curbs, guners and hydrants. We
have previously stated in this report we believe that those actions requested are completely
not beneficial, costly and completely unnecessary with our site specific application. This all
being said, we did not approach or pay the arborist to do a review on all other tree's in the
neighbourhood adding another unnecessary cost.
Please Refer to Paragraph #5 under the Environment heading page 13 of the Planning
Departments Report.
The Planning Department states that "significant remediation may be required to comply with
these regulations". As you read they are talking about Step 2 Specifications. Provided in our
report is the (BC ENERGY COMPLIANCE REPORT· PERFORMANCE PATHS FOR PART 9
BUILDINGS) dated May 6th. 2020 by Toney Leung of Balanced Home Energy.

As for the "significant remediations" I myself am a ticketed Red Seal Journeyman Carpenter.
achieved my ticket in 2006 at the age of 25. From 2000 to current date I've worked in
residential construction in Victoria, Westshore. Saanich. Sooke, Oak Bay, Sidney, Courtney,
Comox, and Salt Spring Island and more. I continue to work in the CRD. myself and my small
company uphold a very high recommendation as a subcontractor in these areas, specializing
in Residential Concrete and Framing. In the Last 2 years since the current 2018 building code
has been in place I have framed as many as 25 single family homes from 1-3 stories. In the last
5 years I've been framing houses in the West Shore area. This work has been on contract for
very reputable developers, builders and homeowner/ homebuilders who continue to call for
my services. As for the Significant Remediations stated by the Planning Department's report I
am willing to test that. Along with the Structural Engineers report and his requests to be
completed. the framing was constructed above and beyond the latest BC building Code.
look forward to the Saanich Framing Inspection.
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Our Conclusion:
I'd like to start off by saying our response to the Saanich Planning Departmenr's Report is not
personal to any members of sraff. We also hope that all Saanich members of staff feel the
same towards us and our application/situation. If council approves our application we look
forward to working with the planning department moving forward to complete our build.
I'll state again that I acted out of desperation moving forward with the secondary building
construction without a permit. It was not the right thing to do. I would never entertain the
fact of going this route again. and would never recommend it to anyone.
The reason I did: In February of 2018 both my _
parents were hospitalized at the same
time up in Campbell River. I live and work in the Victoria area so I felt completely helpless. At
that point we entertained the fact of selling my small house (86 Crease Ave) and their small
house in Campbell River and buying property somewhere in the CRD. As the plan became
more clear of trying to buy one lot and build 2 single family units the more unaffordable it
became. Our affordable budget began to push us further north. up Island. This created a
problem because of my 1 year old daughter and my established construction company.
At that point we decided to go ahead with the secondary build. Knowing we would probably
get halted by Saanich at some poine. We believed that when getting the stop work order we
would get guided in the righr direction (variances. zoning?) whichever would get us rolling.
mother and farher are stuck
This was a huge backfire. Myself. my daughter .and my _
living in a 900 sqf. 2 bed 1 bathroom rancher. It is a constant reminder looking out at the
back yard at my Elderly parents life saving tied up in a unfinished perfect single family
dwelling that has so much positive potential. The secondary building was designed
specifically for myself and my daughter to live in comfortably. A small building where she has
her own little room. I have my room and we share our small scale bathroom. kitchen . and
great room. I am aware garden suits where just approved. I would not subject my daughter to
a 1 bedroom/bachelor style design that small of a scale. she has that living arrangement now.
It's not fair when the potential is there and there is no issues from the surrounding
neighbours. the people that are most affected by it.

OcrOBER 13.2020

86 CREASE AVE.
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We the Reilly's really hope you can see our struggle, we are not criminals, we made a big
mistake 2 years ago and we have been scrambling to move forward ever since. The last 2
years have been stricken with emotional and financial hardship for us.
Here we are, we ask you the Council that you grant us this application, let us move forward
into the permit process. Please remember we are not developers, we are a small family with 3
generations involved trying to live afford ably. harmoniously and to be there for each other.
By granting us this application you are helping a family, Saanich Residents. Seniors, a young
child and myself all members of the community and society.
If you decline our application it will simply destroy us financially. mentally, and force us to
move in a direction we don't know of. This secondary S(fucture is a positive answer for us.
please help us to move forward

Thank You

David. Rosalynn, Jimmy. and Charlee Reilly

OCTOBER 13. 2020

86 CREASE AVE.
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~~- Ed-

GmaiI · Fwd: (EldI!ImIII Email) 86 Crease Ava

H-ae(.

D~IynnRemy

Gmail

Fwd: (External Email) 86 Crease Ave
1 message
Fri. JlJ 17. 2020 at 7;35 AM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Jason H_~~" <J.asoo.Hadgins@saanICh.ca>
Date:
PM PDT

Cc: 'Jimmy
TO:~d~~~~~~1!
Su~:RE:

HiEd,

Upon our conversation yesterday. I have revised the Servicing Requirements to require road widening of
Crease Avenue to 8.5m including concrete curb and gutter, and cash In·lleu for a future separated sidewalk..
This will allow for an inml of the ditch fronting the property. Your client should receive this revised document
shortly.

Regarding the driveway, it must c:omply with the Driveway Access By!aw which specifies widths end types
of entries for residential driveways. If the driveway does not comply your client may require a variance.

Regards.

J850n Ho dglra. P. Eng .. PMP
DaveloDfMnt Services MIlMger
Engineering Department

~

250-475·5492

\

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.'Po-"'f\~~~

GmaIl ~ Fwd:: (ExWnII £mal) 86 Crease Ave

7119f2020

ThIs IHT8IlWld any aIIachments are ftlr the sole use a the In1ended recipient ~ must not be dIIItrItMad or dIsdosed to anyone else. The
conIent ofltMs a-meJ and any ettadvnants ~ ba OOIof1de1ltial, prMaged andlor su~ to !he Fre«Iom oflnilomlellol, and Plotadion of

PrNacy Ad.. If you haW taeaived this message in error. plene deIea!o It and

eontac:t Ihe sender.

From: Ed Ky\e"'''''''!!11•••

Son!: July-I3-20 11:16 AM
To: Jason Hodgins <Jason.HodginS@saanich.ca>; Jagtar Bains <Jagtar.Bains@saanich.ca>
Subject: (External EmalJ) 86 Crease Ave

llUsomail
..... fIom

_the

DIstrIct of

""'-Saanich.

Wmessoge

;.

unope<ted
orsenderd
toyou.

HI Jason • Jagtor

I'm helping the own~ 0( 86 Crease Ave. to navigate the requirement from SaMk;h to he~ him
understand the scope of works required.

In the ~ inIonnation he _
extended to _ _ tm property.

you've

_ t h a t the dnm main along Cruase ;. to be

You.... _ _ Iorthe ditch along the ' " " - to b e _ .

The drain extension is on the opposite skte cA the street than the property so the drain wII be
extended and a connection aossing the road to the plOperty inslaled.
I was WUIderIng what you WOO> hoping to .... with n>gsds to the diIch being aliminaiBd. The ditch
seems to drain towards Wascana from the oontours on your GIS. it's tDugh to tel right now
because there isn't any rain, but this ditch seems to seMce at the propeftjes on that side of the
mad. Did you want this all collected and routed to the Manhole fronting 83 Crease. or is the
drainage paUl to be retained and a pipe installed along the frontage of 86 Crease?

I wouJd image that the District would want aI the houses connected 10 the Manhole in front of 83
Cruase eventuaIJy but until that ha!Jpens this ditch seems to _that purpose.

Could you please leI me _what the DIstrtd would ~ to see In this case so I can let the
"""'" _ _I to expect?

15./5

............................................. m

February 2, 2020
To the immediate neighbours of 86 Crease Ave
This petition is part of our application to re zone our lot to 'Site Specific". This is
in hopes that I will be able to finish the secondary building in the back yard which
I began to build in summer of 2018.
As many of you already know, this is the only affordable solution for myself,
young daughter and parents to all live at 86 Crease Ave. Hopefully we can have
your support.
Thank you in advance
David (Charlee Rose), Jimmy & Rosalynn Reilly

Printed name

Signature

Address

=

Pa..

It;

-

.
Page 2 Petition for re-zoning Site SpecifIC 86 Crease Ave

February 2, 2020

Printed name

.I ." ,'

c
- - - --,_.---

---------------IJi~T-'-fZ ____

October 21,2018
To the immediate neighbors of 86 Crease Ave
This is a petition to take to the Saanich Municipality Variance Board for approval to
the new carriage home on 86 Crease Ave. This is to allow a 2 story building (now
visible from our back yard) to be completed.
I chose building a small two story house at the back for myself and my daughter
which allows my elderly parents to reside in the main house. We chose this option
rather than the option of tearing down the existing house and building a large
building covering the entire lot.
The Saanich Council will also be sending out a letter advising of our request so we
thought we would come personally to advise everyone of our intention.
If you do not have any objections would you kindly sign this form?
If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to phone me

Thank you,

~[~©~U\4~ OJ

David Reilly

lnj

James & Rosalynn Reilly

JUL 3 0 1019 tl\NIIINI
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From:

Carol Hamill '---_ __ - -_ .....

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wednesday, January 20,2021 7:16 PM
0
Council; Planning; David Reilly
.,_.C OPY RESPONSE TO LEGISLATIVE DIVISliN
(External Email) 86 Crease Ave. rezoning application, !-{cPO~T
D
Crease 86 letter Jan 2021.docx
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This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is not
known to you.

Please see the attached letter.

~~©~O~~[Q)
JAN 21 2021
LEGISLATIVE DIVISION
....J?iSTRICT OF SAANICH

1

Mt. View Colquitz Community Assoc.
c/o Carol Hamill
omerRoad
20 January 2021

To: Saanich Mayor and Council
Re: 86 Crease Ave. To rezone from RS-6 to Site Specific to create one additional residence for single family use.

MVCCA understands this project to be a rezoning application to finish a two storey residence which is substantially
built. The MVCCA does not condone illegal construction but recognizes the extraordinary situation in this case.
We still support the comments made in the our letter submitted 26 Aug. 2019. MVCCA has no objection to the
additional variance requests as outlined in Option 2 of the supplemental report dated 25 Jan. 2021.
We hope that this matter can be sent to Public Hearing, as the applicants have requested Any additional comments
from the MVCCA will be submitted at that time.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project.
Carol Hamill

cc Saanich Planning Dep't
David Reilly

Mt. View Colquitz Commurury Assoc.
Carol Hamill

To: Saanich Planning Dept.
Re: 86 Crease Ave. To rezone from RS-6 to Site Spes;ific to create one additional residence for single family use.
MVCCA understands this project to be a rezoning application to finish a two storey residence which has been
!>-ubstantially built at the back of the yard. The rezoning application submitted is for a site specific single family
residence. It is our opinion that even if the garden suite study provisions where in place, this propeny would be to
small to be eligible for the addition of a second story.

On August 18th and 21"., 1 knocked on the doors of the neighbours
and looked at the site. Even though the project is two storeys in height,
it is not highly visible from either Crease or Cadillac. r also posted the
rezoning application on our website.
The property most effected by this construction, should be 85 Cadillac
Ave., to the north and at the back of the propeny, It is a small house
which is vacant, not being maintained and bas been for sale for at least
18 months. There is a large tree on that property which most1y blocks
the view of the two storey construction. This picture is taken from the 85 Cadillac fence. The neighbours that I was
able to speak to o n Cadillac and Crease, all expressed their support for the project.
The MVCCA will not oppose this unusual rezoning application for the following reasons:
•

The completion of the project will have little visual impact, despite it being two storeys.

•

Saanich has been slow to pennit and regulate camage house construction.

•

There do nOI appear to be any concerns from the immediate
neighbours, several expressed their strong support.

•

Crease Ave is a street in transition from older, single story
houses to two story houses with carriage houses. This photo
is taken from Hwy #1 ofa new bouse on Crease and what
appears to be a carriage house.

The MVCCA does not condone illegal construction but recognizes
the extraordinary situation in this case.
Comments submitted by Carol Hamill

cc Saanich Mayor and Council
Chuck Bell
86 Crease Ave. owners - via mailbox
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To:
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Attachments:

Leagh Lawrence
Saturday, January 23, 2021 3:16 PM
Council
(External Email) RE: 86 CREASE AVENUE
Letter 86 Crease Avenue.docx
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This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is not
known to you.
Dear Council & Others
Re: 86 Crease Avenue
Please find attached a letter regarding the building at 86 Crease Avenue. In this day and age of unaffordable rates for
housing,
this will help.
Thanking you for seeing this with a favorable outcome in the near future
Leagh Lawrence

.fRl~©~llW§[Q)
JAN 232021
LEGISLATI

OJSTRI . T VE DIVISION
OF SAANICH

1

Crease Avenue
Victoria BC
January 23, 2021

Re: Secondary Building at 86 Crease Avenue
Saanich Council & others
I have lived on Crease Avenue for
years and operated a legal Licensed Family Child Care
years at
and years at } and have seen a lot of development occur on this street and in the neighboring
streets.
Never have I heard or seen any of the developers having to fix ditches, build sidewalks, install fire
hydrants, connect to storm drains, etc. Why are you singling out this particular home owner and house?
The owner of the house has been a great neighbor since moving in, friendly, maintains the property very
well, helpful to all neighbors, polite and considerate (no loud parties, parking too many vehicles on the
road, etc.) In other words he/they are wonderful assets to the neighborhood.
Having him connect to the storm drain (which goes through 81 & 83 properties) will not fix the bad
drainage we experience on our street. During the winter (rainy) months of the year I have never been
able to utilize the back yards of EITHER property I have lived at due to the downward seepage of water
from Carey Road down (gravity plays a great part in it and the amount of rain that occurs).
If you continue with all or some these plans, you are going to greatly inconvenience the people who live
in close proximity to him - my business has parents dropping off and picking up preschoolers and I also
need to be able to get out of my driveway to do my job (drop kids off at school, attend field trips,
scheduled events that make for the smooth daily operations) and any/all of the demands from you will
make this impossible or very difficult at the least.
Please allow him to complete his secondary building to allow him and his parents to relax and carry on
with their lives. I have no issues with the building or the family at all.
Thank you

Leagh Lawrence
J (cell and always answered)
~------1
I(home phone and monitored)
:'===~~-----'J

Megan MacDonald
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christine Willes
Monday, October
Council
(External Email) Re Rezoning and Development Variance Permit Application of 86 Crease
Avenue

This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is not
known to you .

Dear Saanich Councillors,
I am writing in support of the Rezoning and Development Variance Permit Application of 86 Crease Avenue .

I live

at.

Crease Ave. My neighbours at 86 Crease Ave., the Reillys, have, in my opinion, earned every
positive consideration for their application by council , and I urge you to approve the application. I would add I
have never heard any negative comments about the laneway house that stands, half finished, awaiting
approval from Saanich Council.
The truth of the matter is that Victoria is suffering from a serious housing shortage. Council is very aware of
this fact. It is to me incomprehensible that it has taken over two years for this application to come before
council.

I was recently in Vancouver on business, and passed a two-story laneway house in a residential area that, like
that being built by the Reillys, posed no overcrowding threat on its lot, and indeed contributed to the
modernization of the street it was built on .
I have lived in Saanich for 10 years, and at . Crease Ave. for 5 years . In that time I have seen 4 new 2-story
houses built on my block. Three of them have 'garages' that are clearly intended, or in fact are being used, as
rental units. Although the newly passed Saanich community plan for the area allows for low-rise units to be
built on our block of Crease Ave. " the planning department is clearly out of touch with .the community. Older
houses are not being sold in bulk to allow for multi-condo low-rise construction . Rather, citizens of Saanich are
renovating older homes, or demolishing them and building new ones . The community wants to retain the
current residential nature of the area, as evidenced by these actions. As Saanich has approved building
permits for these new 2-story houses, without additional demands for fire hydrants, removal or preservation of
trees, and paving over of ditches, I cannot see any valid reason that the application you are considering this
evening should be rejected . Again , I urge you to approve the Rezoning and Development Variance Permit
Application of 86 Crease Avenue.
Thank you for considering the points I raise in support of this application .
Best.
Christine Willes
~ reaseAve.

Megan MacDonald
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Willes
Monday, Od:ob,,,
Council
(External Email) Rezoning and Development Variance Permit Application of 86 Crease
Avenue

This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is
not known to you.
Hello,
Crease Ave, with my sister Christine. We have lived here for 4 years.
was our neighbor (2 doors down) when we moved in and since then his parents have become our
neighbours as well, at that same address of86 Crease Ave.
I support the Reilly's completion of their 2 storey garden suite for their family's housing needs.
In the Douglas/Uptown community plan draft, our block is zoned for Jaw rise condos to increase density. The
Reilly's garden suite increases density, without having to tear down a nice war time bWlgalow which David
thoroughly renovated.
Aiso, our'next-door neighbours a~ Crease-Ave, are in1he-process of building a very-large home with-a
separate building in the back. And • Crease Ave, across the street, is a large house with a separate building in
back (built in the last 2 years)_ There are many other examples in the • block of Crease Ave as well, oflarge
houses with separate "garages". I have met a tenant of one of these separate small "garages" so they have been
rented to tenants, before the bylaw for garden suites recently changed.
_
and his family are just trying to take care of each Qther, together and within their means. They have
admitted they went about the building of their garden suite the wrong way and they are sorry and feel they have
been punished long enough.
Please let them complete their home.
Sincerely, Susan Willes

1

I
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Susan Willes
<planning@saanich.ca>, <m"Y'Dr~~"1n ich.ca >,
8/30/2019 9:59 AM
Re: 86 Crease Ave second house addition

fOR -:--_---c""-:::::,..-_ _ _ 1

<council@sa"'A"'''''''NO'!W!!oL~E OG~,O!!o~=N~E=-----===d

--------

We are writing to offer support to the garden suite under construction at 86 Crease Ave.
We live at • Crease Ave. Victoria . BC _
We do not have any questions at this time .
We would like to express concern over the length of time it is taking Saanich to approve
garden suites, during a rental crisis, when other mun icipalities have bylaws in place.
Sincerely, Susan and Christine Willes

RECEIVED
By T. en SII .... , l egis /.' lve SetV., Disl. of Sunlch.1 9:39 . m, Sep 03, 2019

9/3/2019

THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF SAANICH
BYLAW NO. 9715
TO AMEND BYLAW NO. 8200,
BEING THE "ZONING BYLAW, 2003"

The Municipal Council of The Corporation of the District of Saanich enacts as follows:
1)

Bylaw No. 8200, being the "Zoning Bylaw, 2003" is hereby amended as follows:
a) By adding to section 4.1 – Zones, the following new classification under Single Family:
“RS-CA”;
b) By adding to Section 4.2 – Zones Schedules, a new Zone Schedule 1218.1 – Single
Family (Two Dwelling) Crease Zone RS-CA, which is attached hereto as Schedule “A”;
c) By deleting from RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone and adding to RS-CA (Single Family
(Two Dwelling) Crease) Zone the following lands:
Lot 8, Block 7, Section 24, Victoria District, Plan 877
(86 Crease Avenue).

2)

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as the "ZONING BYLAW, 2003, AMENDMENT
BYLAW, 2021, NO. 9715".

Read a first time this 31st day of May, 2021.
Public Hearing held at the Municipal Hall on the
Read a second time this
Read a third time this

day of
day of

day of

, 2021.

, 2021.
, 2021.

Approve under Part 4 of the Transportation Act this

day of

, 2021.

Adopted by Council, signed by the Mayor and Clerk and sealed with the Seal of the Corporation
on the day of
, 2021.

Municipal Clerk

Mayor

SCHEDULE 1218
1218.1

SINGLE FAMILY (TWO DWELLING) CREASE ZONE • RS-CA

Development Areas

Development Areas: This zone contains regulations
that apply to all areas within the zone and in addition,
the zone is divided into Development Area A and
Development Area B as shown on the attached
plan forming part of this zone schedule. Specific
regulations are prescribed for each of Development
Area A and Development Area B, in sections 1218.7
and 1218.8.
1218.2

Uses Permitted

Uses Permitted:
(a) Single Family Dwelling
(b) Subject to Sections 1218.3 and 1218.4, Boarding
(c) Home Occupation
1218.3

Boarding

Boarding:
There shall not be more than two boarders in a
dwelling unit.
1218.4
		

Prohibited Uses of Land, Buildings
and Structures

Prohibited Uses:
Without limiting Section 3.2 and for the avoidance
of doubt, all uses not expressly permitted by Section
1218.2 are prohibited and without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the following uses are
prohibited:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Accessory Buildings
Secondary Suite
Garden Suite
Boarding within Development Area B

1218.5

General

General:
(a) Single Family Dwellings shall be limited to two
per lot.
(b) The maximum Lot Coverage (R) of all buildings
shall be 40.0% of the lot area.
(c) Single Family Dwellings shall be sited so that
there is a minimum separation of not less than
3.60 m (11.81 ft) measured on a horizontal
projection between walls, columns, roof
overhangs including gutters and any other
projections.

Saanich Zoning Bylaw 8200

(d) The relevant provisions of Section 5, 6 and 7 of
this bylaw shall apply.
1218.6

Minimum Lot Size

Minimum Lot Size:
No land shall be subdivided into lots having a width
or area less than:
(a) Standard Lot
		
•
width 16.0 m² (52.5 ft²)
		
•
area 560.0 m² (6028 ft²)
(b) Panhandle Lot
		
•
not permitted
1218.7

Development Area A

Development Area A:
Buildings and Structures for Single Family Dwelling
(a) Shall be sited not less than:
(i)
6.0 m (19.69 ft) from a front lot line.
(ii) 12.2 m (40.03 ft) from the rear lot line.
(iii) 1.3 m (4.27 ft) from the interior side lot
		
line, provided the sum of both side yards
		
is not less than 4.3 m (14.11 ft).
(b) (i)

(ii)

Shall not exceed a height of: 7.5 m
(24.6 ft), as measured from Grade; for
those buildings and structures having or
incorporating flat roofs or roofs with a
pitch less than 3:12, the maximum height
of these roofs shall not exceed 6.5 m (21.3
ft) as measured from grade;
No vertical portion of the dwelling,
within 5.0 m (16.4 ft) of a vertical plane
extending from the outermost wall, may
exceed 7.5 m (24.6 ft) in height, or 6.5 m
(21.3 ft) in the case of a flat roof or roof
pitch less that 3:12. For the purpose of
this regulation, grade will be the average
elevation as measured at the outside
corners of the outermost wall.

(c) Shall not exceed a Gross Floor Area (R) of
176.99 m² (1905.1 ft²), whichever is the lesser
provided, however, that not more than 80%
of the allowable floor space shall be located
in non-basement areas. For purposes of this
section those portions of the floor area of a
carport or garage exceeding 50 m² (538 ft²) shall
be included in the Gross Floor Area (R).

1218-1

SCHEDULE 1218
1218.8

SINGLE FAMILY (TWO DWELLING) CREASE ZONE • RS-CA
(b) Shall not exceed a height of: 6.04 m (19.82 ft),
as measured from Grade.

Development Area B

Development Area B:
Buildings and Structures for Single Family Dwelling

(c) Shall not exceed a Gross Floor Area (R) of
84 m² (904.17 ft²).

(a) Shall be sited not less than:
(i)
1.59 m (5.22 ft) from the rear lot line.
(ii) 2.19 m (7.19 ft) from the interior side lot
		 line.
(iii) 4.53 m (14.86 ft) from the interior side lot
		 line.

E
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1218.9

Plan of Development Areas

Plan of Development Areas:
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